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HISTORIANS AND GALILEO 
The word "science" pervades our society with an awesome 
meaning today. The emotional and intellectual involvement with this 
word i s  so extensive that science often seems to have become at once 
the center of man's hopes and his fears. There are  constant 
reminders that our very existence demands that greater progress be 
made in knowledge of the sciences. Obviously, the use of and empha- 
s i s  on science beg certain questions. 
There was another e ra  in western history when scientific 
studies received great attention, seemingly of the type opposite to that 
they receive today. According to  many historians, science had to 
fight i ts  way to honorable acceptance during the sixteenth, seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, but since then it has prospered in a general 
aura of freedom. A host of questions has been raised about the suffer- 
ings of early scientists for  their cause, under various controls and 
against a variety of obstacles. The question of whether scientists 
operate in freedom today or  whether they are  being used and directed 
also seems relevant. If the "past be prologue to the future" these 
questions a r e  related. For this and other reasons, the historical study 
of science's struggle to exist deserves close scrutiny. 
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The purpose of this Paper is to examine the approach taken by 
some historians on one particular area  of that ear l ier  day when the 
development of science was receiving dramatic attention. Of the var-  
ious historically familiar names, such a s  Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, 
Galileo, Kepler and Newton, who, among others, were intimately con- 
nected with the advancement of science, that of Galileo Galilei (1564- 
1642) has long held a starring role on the stage of history. This per-  
fecter of the telescope, discoverer of Jupiter's satellites, the phases 
of Venue, and stalwart defender of the Copernican theory in astronomy-- 
to  name but a few of his accomplishments--is a favorite of historians, 
and the problems connected with the Galileo story have been omitted 
by few wri te rs  of modern history. 
This suwey  hopes to illustrate that there a r e  varieties of 
opinions on the Galileo question and it also intends to raise the question 
of whether o r  not many historians might not actually be in agreement 
on a basic misconception. Obviously, many students of history and of 
the basic social science courses could be led d m  divers primrose 
paths, depending on the particular text they peruse. The seriousness 
of the problem thereby created becomes more acute when a variety of 
authors, through omission and commission, offer a s  factual historical 
mater ia l  on any specific item different topical expressions, none of 
which may leave much room for  the reader to develop an understanding 
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of something which nonetheless will influence his thinking about events 
and institutions which may still be active forces in society. 
Each e r a  has undoubtedly presented i ts  particular difficulties 
for the historian. In those general histories and social studies texts 
which attempt t o  span centuries in a few pages, it is obvious that there 
is a danger of oversimplification, omission and misleading generaliza- 
tions. One must  submit that it is probably difficult for the reader to be 
discerning if he accepts these dicta a s  factual historical material .  
Apropos of this  difficulty, and also very relevant to  the Galileo 
problem, is the rather imposing question of the status of science in the 
Middle Ages. History has  most frequently presented Roger Bacon a s  
a sole beam of scientific light which escaped being smothered by 
theology. In some quar ters ,  of late, this point has  been seriously 
challenged. Authorities a r e  now pointing out that Roger Bacon was but 
one of many who were actively developing the sciences. A. C. Crombie 
notes that the thirteenth century was a particularly fertile period with 
such men a s  Robert Grosseteste,  a mentor of Roger Bacon, and 
Albertus Magnua, a teacher of Saint Thomas Aquinas, leading the way.l 
Herbert Butterfield comments that historians of science are now inter- 
ested in the fourteenth century school of thinker s, including Jean 
'A. C. Crombie, Aqus t ine  to - Galileo--The History - of Science, 
A. D. 400-1650 (cambridge,  M a s s . :  Harvard Univ. P r e s s ,  1953), p. 219. 
---  
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Buridan, Albert of Saxony, and Nicholas of Oresme, who developed 
ideas on impetus in opposition to Aristotle's concepts of motion.1 
In opposition to  the idea that the Renaissance broke free from a 
steri le past and allowed science to grow, one finds developed the thesis 
that the Renaissance, in some respects, actually semed a s  a temporary 
brake on the developments in science which had preceded it. T. S. 
Kuhn has pointed out, in this regard, that many of the humanists were 
more interested in the literary classics of antiquity than they were in 
science.2 This does not mean that humanism effected a divorce from 
scientific study. One has only to remember that Leonardo da Vinci, 
very much a humanist, was also a very capable scientist. But the 
emphasis of humanism in the main was directed elsewhere than a t  
scientific study. Paradoxically, however, the Renaissance ultimately 
enabled science to make great strides forward because it spent time 
recwer ing  the mathematical knowledge of the ancients. This fund of 
material ,  unavailable to the medievalists, was vitally needed.3 
l ~ e r b e r t  Butterfield, The -Origins of Modern Science (New 
York: The Macmillan Co., l957), p. 8. 
2 ~ h o m a s  S. Kuhn, - The Copernican Revolution (New York: 
Random House, 1 9 5 9 ) ,  p. 127. 
3 ~ r o m b i e ,  9. &, pp. 268-269. 
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The Galileo question i s  both relevant and analagous to the fore- 
going question of science in the medieval period. The Galileo question, 
too, creates  problems for  the student of history who i s  going to  make 
value judgments on historical institutions because Galileo is often pre- 
sented a s  the prototype of martyr for scientific truth. Two bare facts 
will help to form a context for this topic. Galileo did defend the 
Copernican theory at  a time in history when it was accepted by few and 
when it was opposed by many for religious reasons. And, Galileo was 
called before the Inquisition of the Roman Catholic Church to  recant 
some of what he had written in defense of the Copernican theory. Ipso 
facto, one would seem to  have a conflict between religion and science, 
and this is exactly how many historians have treated the matter. For 
instance, G. A. Hedger states: 
. . . It was after the opening of the Renaissance that science 
paid i ts  sad price in lives and prohibited works of genius--a price 
which included the burning of Bruno at  the stake for his views on 
nature and the forcing of the aged Galileo to his knees to recant 
his belief in the Copernican theory. . . . 1 
And, H. G. Wells, in his own peculiarly inimitable way, says of Galileo: 
. . . He made what was almost the f i rs t  telescope, and he 
developed the astronomical views of Copernicus; but the church, 
still struggling against the light, decided that to believe that the 
earth was smaller and inferior to the sun made man and 
Christianity of no account, and diminished the importance of the 
'G. A. Hedger, An Introduction &Western Civilization (NCW 
York: The Odyssey press, 1949), p. 226. 
Pope; so  Galileo, under threats of dire punishment, . . ., was 
to  recant this view. . . . He knelt before ten cardinals in 
scar le t ,  an assembly august enough to overawe truth itself, while 
he amended the creation he had disarranged. . . . 1 
That these views seem particularly inadequate can be argued 
by the fact that some other historians have adducad several other 
factors  which indicate that there may be much more involved than the 
persecution of a scientist by a church, on the grounds that he was 
guilty only of bringing for th  new truths. For  instance, there was con- 
siderable academic antagonism directed toward Galileo; there was 
some personal animosity from high clergy, and Galileo failed to be 
completely scientific in his conclusions. The inference from these 
factors,  among others, i s  that the narrow view of the problem does 
injustice both to  Galileo and to the Church. Giorgio de Santillana, in 
a heavily documented study, states unequivocally: 
Galileo did not come to  grief a s  "the scientist" facing a 
religious credo. He was far from standing in the role of a tech- 
nician of science; had he done so, he would have escaped all 
trouble. Everyone knows that his discoveries went unchal- 
lenged. . . . He was a classic type of humanist, trying to bring 
his culture to the awareness of the new scientific ideas, and 
among the forces that he found aligned against him religious fun- 
damentalism was by no means the s t r0n~es t .2  
IH. G. Wells, - The Outline - of History (New York: The 
Macmillan Co., 1921), Vol. 11, p. 176. 
2 ~ i o r g i o  de Snntillana, -- The Crime o_f Galileo (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago P r e s s ,  1955), p. vii (Preface). 
The same author indicates that the problem of the Galileo ques- 
tion perhaps has its modern counterparts, and if history misleads us 
on Galileo, the opportunities to understand present day situations of a 
similar nature may be seriously curtailed. De Santillana says: 
It has become a set piece in history to presenrt Pope Urban VIII 
and his counselors a s  the bigoted oppressors of science. It would 
be possibly more accurate to say that they were the f i rs t  bewil- 
dered victims of the scientific age. They had come into collision 
with a force of which they had not the faintest notion. In that 
sense, they a re  almost the polar opposite of the "progressive" 
rulers  of the twentieth century, who are,  one and all, bigoted 
believers in " scientism" while dealing with science in a no less  
highhanded manner. Still, the dramatic shape remains the sarne.1 
It is important to understand that the proper context for 
Galileo's problems can be formed only by considering him in his 
times. Briefly, there are  several factors which must be kept in mind. 
Galileo was an Italian--a Florentine. The effects of the Protestant 
Revolt and the Counter-Reformation were visible on all sides. The 
study of theology was struggling to maintain a supremacy over the 
other diaciplincs. The powerful blow struck against religious author- 
ity, a century before Galileo was questioned by the Inquisition, had 
resulted in religious leaders of all sects becoming more wary of any- 
thing which might seem to abrogate their basic tenets. 
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That Galileo attacked some widely held opinions, if not religious 
dogmas, is certainly a part of the story. It should be readily realized 
that, in any given e r a ,  a challenge to widely held beliefs is liable to 
cause a great deal of contrwersy. Witness the uproar during the nine- 
teenth century aver another complex problem which often suffers from 
over - simplif ication in the general knowledge of man- -the theory of evo- 
lution. Or ,  closer in time but similar in nature, there a r e  the questions 
raised by the comments of a leading scientist, Dr. Robert Oppenheimer-- 
comments, concerning the use of nuclear energy, which had serious 
political overtones. Galileo's defense of the Copernican theory in 
astronomy was upsetting a cosmology believed by many to have 
Scriptural sanctions- -at a time when religion was a much more moving 
issue than it is today. Copernicus (1473- 1543) had written a treatise 
on the revolution of the heavenly bodies in which he attacked the 
Ptolemaic position that the earth was the center of the universe. This 
treatise,  published after his death, was to have an extensive influence. 
As F. J. Tschan, e t  al, state of Copernicus: 
. . . Realizing the revolutionary character of his conclusions 
which he had carefully put into the form of a hypothesis . . ., he 
did not permit the publication of this book until he was cm his death- 
bed. His fears that i ts  publication would arouse a s torm of protest 
and vilification were well-founded, for Catholics and Protestants 
alike vehemently attacked this theory which apparently lessened the 
siffnificance of the earth and of man. 
IF. J. Tsehan, H. J. Grimm and J. D. Squires, Western 
Civilization ( ~ c w  York: J. B. Lippincott and Co., 1942). p. 759. 
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It is very evident that Copernicus was more afraid of opposition 
from the academic world than he was from the01o~ians.l Be that a s  it 
may, one must not fall  into the e r ro r  of judging those who did not 
accept the Copernican doctrine when it was first circulated, o r  even long 
after Galileo's time, to be simpletons. Across the span of a century and 
more one finds eminent men, men of stature and erudition, opposing 
Copernican thought. Calvin, Luther and Melanchthon, in the sixteenth 
century, were vehemently opposed. The astronomer, Tycho Brahe, did 
not accept it. Comenius, the Czech educator, opposed it in his text- 
b o o k ~ . ~  Later,  such men a s  Milton, Francis Bacon, John D-e--to 
name but a few--would not accept this cosmology. Finally, J. H.  Jeans 
has observed that a t  Harvard and Yale Universities, in the early eight- 
eenth century, the Ptolemaic and Copernican systems were taught on 
the basis that either one was tenable.3 
With an understanding, then, that the Galileo situation was much 
more complicated in 1632 than it is likely to appear on the page of a 
L D ~  Santillana, OJ. Ct., pp. 16 and 17. 
3 ~ i r  James H. Jeans, The -Universe Around Us - ( ~ e w  York: The 
Macmillan Co., 1929), pp. 5 and 6; cf. Kuhn, x. g t . ,  p. 227. Kuhn states: 
"As late a s  1873 the ex-president of an American Lutheran teachers' 
seminary published a work condemning Copemicus, Newton, and a dis- 
tinguished aeries of subsequent astronomers for their divergence from 
scriptural cosmology." 
modern history text, one can better attempt to survey the various 
approaches to the problem by historians. 
One position commonly held by historians has already been indi- 
cated above in quotations from Hedger and Wells. This position is an 
over-simplification of the matter and has been thought to be erroneous. 
However, in thirty texts surveyed, all but six mentioned Galileo and the 
Inquisition in t e rms  which leave little doubt but that a scientist was 
persecuted for publishing scientific truth. Some historians add to this 
idea certain extenuating factors, some of which may deepen the 
scientist-persecuted concept, and some of which diminish the intensity 
of that concept. 
An additional aspect which has been mentioned by some authors 
i s  that of personal resentment toward Galileo by the authorities of the 
Church. Ernest  Nagel holds that: 
. . . Personal resentments against Galileo by the reigning 
Pope Urban and other highly placed individuals doubtless played a 
role in the denouement. He was surnmoned to appear before the 
Inquisition in Rome, and . . . he was compelled to "abjure, curse 
and detest the Copernican doctrine a s  a heresy. 1 , l  
This is an area  certainly worthy of more attention than it generally 
receives. The intricacy of this question is further attested to by a 
rather imposing list of highly placed clergy friendly to Galileo--as a 
' ~ r n e s t  Nagel, Chapters in Western Civilization (New York: 
Columbia University P r e s s ,  1 9 4 8 1  Vol. I, p. 263. 
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man and a scientist. Cardinal Delmonte noted that in the days of the 
Roman Republic a statue would have been raised to honor Galileo's 
genius. Monsignor Ciampoli, secret Cameriere to Pope Urban VIII, 
gave Galileo much encouragement. Cardinal Zoller took pains to  estab- 
lish a favorable attitude a t  the Papal court for Galileo's work.2 Pope 
Urban VIII's nephew, Cardinal Barberini, was friendly to Galileo. The 
Chief Inquisitor a t  Rome, Cardinal Bentivoglio, indicated that he had 
the greatest respect and admiration for ~ a l i l e o . ~  This partial list 
could well be headed by remarking that the Cardinal Barberini who 
became Pope Urban VIII had written odes praising Glileo.  
The influence of the Jesuits, and the rivalry between the 
Dominicans and the Jesuits, would make an interesting part of the 
entire story. At one time the Jesuits had been quite friendly to Galileo. 
They agreed with his findings in 1610 on the satellites of Jupiter. 
Emile Namer states: 
. . . It was a great joy for Galileo to know that he was upheld 
by the Jesuits of the Roman College, who were considered some- 
what a s  the headkeepers of official science, and whose prestige, 
both on the subject of philosophy and theology, was considerable. 4 
l ~ m i l e  Namer , Galileo: Searcher - -  of the Heavens (New Y ork: 
Robert M. McBride and Go.,  1931), p. 145. 
2 ~ h e  - Private Life - -  of Galfleo (Philadelphia: The Keystone Pub- 
lishing Co.), p. 136. This source will hereafter be referred to as 
Private Life. 
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In December of 1614, Galilee had been attacked from the pulpit in 
Florence by a Dominican, Caccini, and Galileo's supporters had fomd 
a Jesuit willing to answer in his defense from another pulpit. l Ulti- 
mately, however, Galileo lost the support of the Jesuits. He sharply 
contradicted the findings of the Jesuit, Grassi, on the appearance of 
three comets in 1618. Galileo's friend, Ciampoli, wrote regretting that 
Grassi  had not been treated more easily since the whole Roman 
College was now offended with ~ a l i l e o . 2  The Commissary-General of 
the Inquisition, who dealt with Galileo in 1633, was a Dominican, 
Father Firenzuola. Apparently he had planned to close the case quickly 
and quietly, with a s  much benefit for Galileo a s  possible. 'However, a 
local journal of the day indicates that he had been overcame by the 
Jesuits who influenced the Pope to decide a s  they wanted, more strin- 
gently against ~ a l i l e o . 3  These factors indicate that the influence of 
these orders  constitutes an integral part of the Galileo puzzle. 
In another approach to the problem, Galileo's troubles with the 
Inquisition may be cast  in the most damning light by relating his case 
with that of Giordano Bruno (1548-1600). This Italian philosopher was 
excommunicated and burned at the stake in Rome in 1600. However, 
' ~ e  Santillana, z. - cit., pp. 42 and 52. n. 25. 
z ~ r i v a t e  Life, p. 105, n. 1. 3 ~ e  Santillaria. 9. - tit.. p. 296. 
one must suggest that the disparities between the cases of Bruno and 
Galilee a r e  so great a s  to abrogate an attempt to give the two a similar 
basis. Both were supporters of the Copernican theory and both were 
styled philosophers. But, a s  Bruno was more of a philosopher than a 
scientist, Galileo was more accomplished in the field of science. 
Galileo firmly believed he was being true to the Catholic faith; he did 
not question its dogmas, but Bruno knowingly attacked some theological 
beliefs. Namer, a biographer of Galileo, speaking in reference to Bruno, 
says: 
. . . he figured that God and nature could not be separate and 
distinct, a s  taught by Genesis and the Church, but must be two 
aspects of the same unique force of whom human beings were mly 
the transitory manifestations. He confounded God with nature and 
attached his pantheism to the theories of Copernicus. 1 
It has been stated unequivocally by T. S. Kuhn, a present-day 
authority on the history of science, that: "Bruno was not executed for 
Copernicanism, but for a series of theological heresies . . , He is 
not, as he has often been called, a martyr of ~ c i e n c e . " ~  
Perhaps one can say then that statements such a s  the following 
by C. H. King leave something to be desired. He states: 
Scene Two of our drama, the seventeenth century, did not open 
auspiciously for science. The time bomb which Copernicus had 
lighted began to throw off sparks a s  if threatening violence. In 
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fact Giordano Bruno was burned at  the stake in 1600 for asserting 
that the earth went around the sun. . , . 1 
wallbank and Taylor take much the same view on Bruno as  does 
King. They put it this way: 
. . . For  some time Galileo had accepted the Copernican 
Theory, but news in 1600 of the burning at the stake of Giordano 
Bruno, a zealous popularizer of the heliocentric doctrine, so 
shocked him that he imparted his ideas only to a few friends. . . . 2 
But, while they obviously hold to the scientist-persecuted concept, 
these authors put the matter on a wider basis than a science-religion 
dispute with these words: 
In the foregoing discussion of astronomy, the Roman Catholic 
Church may have appeared to have been the major obstacle to 
science. This, however, is an aver-simplification. The truth is 
that d iscwer ies  of such men as  Copernicus and Galileo set off a 
struggle within European thought in which the whole traditional 
group mentality sought to prevent acceptance of new disturbing 
ideas. . . . 3 
This concept of a wider basis for the objections to the 
Copernican theory than theological or  church polity reasons receives 
substantial support from s o m e  other historians, but i s  still presented 
in conjunction with the idea of a scientist being persecuted for having 
discovered truth. If this approach is wrong then the quasi-justification 
1 ~ .  H  King, A History of Civilization (New York: Charles 
- 
Scribncr's Sons, 1956). p. 616. 
2 ~ .  M  Taylor and T . W. Wallbank, Civilization: -- Past and 
Present ( ~ e w  York: Scott, Foresman and Go., 1 9 4 2 ) ~  Val. 11, p. 40. 
3~bid. - 
given for the persecution sheds little light on the picture. Note for 
instance, the following remarks from Preserved Smith concerning 
Galileo: 
. . . his thrilling, tragic, and yet triumphant career has become 
the very type and exemplar of the warfare that has since raged 
between new truth and old superstition.l 
Smith qualifies his statement later by saying: 
. . . Though the conflict between the old theory and the new has 
generally been envisaged as  a battle between science and religion, 
such a view of its history unduly narrows it. What men prize more 
than anything else ,  . . . are  their mental habits, be they reli-  
gious or  rational. . . . 2 
These assert ions do help to explain why Galileo and the Copernican 
theory might have met opposition, but they do not help explain if he was 
persecuted on religious grounds for publishing scientific truth. This 
idea l ies at  the heart  of the problem and may well be the wrong 
approach. 
Crane Brinton, while holding to the theory that Galileo was per- 
secuted for his scientific endeavors, gives a short composite view of 
the opposition to Galileo. He sags: 
. . . The interests against Galileo were in f a d  a coalition, 
and by no means a united Catholic Church that simply refused to 
cultivate astronomy. One of the strongest interests against him 
'preserved Smith, A History of - Modern Culture (New York: 
Henry Holt and Co., 1930). 701. I, p. 32. 
was a group of Jesuits whom he had offended by seeming to neglect 
prior Jesuits investigations. In fact, the coalition against Galileo 
i s  a fascinating mixture of old and new, of academic rivalry (. . .) 
of vested interests. . . 1 
The interesting work of Nehru, which consists of letters on 
history written to  his daughter while he was in prison, contains a con- 
cept that may have some bearing on the Galileo question. Nehru, not 
speaking in connection with Galileo's problem, but in a general state- 
ment, says: 
. . . Evidently governments do not like people who a re  always 
trying to find out things; they do not like the search for truth. The 
Athenian government--this was just after the time of Pericles--did 
not like the methods of Socrates, and they held a t r ia l  and con- 
demned him to death. . . . 2 
On Galileo, Nehru holds the common concept, a s  follows: 
. . . I have told you of how Giordano Bruno was burnt in Rome 
by the Church. A few years later, in the seventeenth century, 
Galileo came very near the stake because he had stated that the 
earth went round the sun. . . . In this way the Church in Europe 
was always coming into conflict with science and trying to suppress 
new ideas. . . . 3 
This, as de Santillana said, seems to have become a set piece in history. 
There is in any discipline a problem raised by the recognition 
of earlier authorities. In history, as  in other fields, one must be cogni- 
'crane Brinton, Ideas and Men: The Story of Western Thought 
---
-
(New York: Prentice and Hall, Inc., 1950), p. 341. 
2~awahar la l  Nehru, Glimpses o_f World History (New York: The 
John Day Co., 1942), p. 44. 
3 ~ d . .  pp. 521 and 522. 
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zant of the fact that newly opened or discovered sources of research 
material  a r e  constantly being made available. This f a d o r  is  very ger- 
mane to  the Galileo question. Here, at times, one finds a tendency to 
overlook more recent material and a dependence on outmoded thinking 
or  evidence. For  instance, in a textbook written by Edgar N. Johnson, 
published in 1959, the author notes that he has relied heavily on 
Preserved Smith for the information used in his section on the earlier 
development of science. Smith strongly suggests that science won a 
great victory in those centuries against common opinion, tradition and 
authority which claimed to be divine revelation.' Reliance on an 
authority who might be in e r ro r  only serves to compound that e r ror .  
Secondary in importance to the overall problem, but of con- 
siderable interest, i s  the question of torture in Galileo's case. In 
thirty texts examined, fifteen authors say Galileo was threatened with 
torture, and of these, two say he actually was tortured. Fifteen do nat 
mention the topic. Alfred North Whitehead, in his classic, Science 
and the Modern World, states: 
--
. . . In a generation which saw the Thirty Years' War and 
remembered Alva in the Netherlands, the worst that happened to 
men of science was that Galileo suffered an honourable detention 
and a mild reproof, before dying peacefully in his bed. . . . 2 
2 ~ .  N  Whitehead, Science and -- the Modern World ( ~ e w  York: 
Mentor Edition, by arrangement with the Macmillan GO.,  1949), p. 2. 
A. M. Clerke, in the Encyclopedia Britannica, says succindly: 
. . . Since the publication of the documents relating to this 
memorable t r ia l ,  there can no longer be any doubt not only that the 
threat  of tor ture  was not carried into execution, but that it was 
never intended that it should be. l 
Even a s  early as 1878, Karl Von Gebler had given a very clear demon- 
stration that Galileo could not have been tortured.2 Nonetheless, well 
into the twentieth century, the possibility of Galileo's having undergone 
torture was not a closed subject for fifteen historians, at  least. 
Ultimately, there is the question of whether o r  not it is merely 
splitting ha i r s  t o  chase down what seem to be misconceptions from the 
past. Perhaps it may be of little moment whether or not Columbus 
was the first white man to reach the Western Hemisphere; or in the 
case of Galileo, whether or  not he dropped weights from the leaning 
tower of Pisa;  o r  whether or not Marie Antoinette advised the poor to 
eat  "cake." We know that settlement followed Columbus, that Galileo 
did develop laws of motion and that the French Revolution occurred. 
Undoubtedly, there  a r e  minor misconceptions which a r e  relatively 
unimportant. 
However, when an incident from h i s t 0 r y . i ~  recorded for the 
purposes of illustrating and perpetuating, from generation to generation, 
l ~ .  M. Clcrke , "Galileo Galilei" The Encyclopedia Britannica 
( ~ l c v e n t h  Edition), XI, p. 409. 
2 ~ a r l  Von Gtbler ,  Galileo G a l i l c i ~ d  the Roman Curia, trans. 
Mrs .  George Sturge, London: (C. Kegan Paul and CO., 187?), pp. 254-264. 
an attitude to an institution, the incident assumes a role of significant 
proportions. In addition, if the incident is so used that it fosters an 
attitude of hostility rather than understanding, it demands r e  -exam ination. 
Particularly is this so when the use of the incident influences a reader 
in the formulation of his most basic concepts. Then no pains taken can 
be too great in the clear and fair  portrayal of the incident. 
In light of this, one must submit that the Galileo question is of 
great import. As  de Santillana states: 
Scientific endeavor and social authority, in one form or another, 
a re  characteristics of man's life on this planet that a re  expected 
to endure for a s  long as  we can see ahead. . . . we intend to go 
at length into the episode which provides, as  it were, a grand over- 
ture to  their conflict in the modern age, namely, the t r ia l  of 
Galileo and the circumstances that brought it about. . . . 1 
Smith, writing of Galileo's day, says: 
. . . And the impact of science was so fresh in man's experi- 
ence as to cause him first astonishment, then pain, and then 
anger; he found it at f i rs t  ridiculous, then horrible, then blas- 
phemous, before he finally learned to prize it as the supreme good.2 
Perhaps if Smith had written in the present, when some people are  
beginning to complain about the amount of Strontium 90 in the milk they 
drink, he would not have been quite so exuberant. Nonetheless, in this 
day when we have National Science Foundations, crash science programs, 
- 
I D ~  Santillana, 9. at., p. 1 
zsrnith, 2. &, pp. 17-18. 
grants-in-aid for science study a d  infiniturn, science would seem t o  
have recovered quite well from the Galileo incident. 
But the possibility has been raised that some of the same prob- 
lems  Galileo faced a r e  still present. Stillman Drake expresses it this 
way: 
But within the last  decade events have created a new alarm 
concerning the unchecked progress of scientific knowledge. This 
time it is not the church but the state which feels morally obliged 
t o  impose external limitations upon the freedom of scientific 
inquiry and the communication of knowledge and opinion. This 
t ime the universities a r e  impelled by public opinion and gwern-  
mental policies to reconsider the scope of academic freedom, 
rather than by philosophical opinion and theological policies. . . 
In addition, the institution which tried Galileo, supposedly for his  scien- 
tific discoveries, i s  still  very much with us. The question of why 
Galileo was t r ied has had no definitive answer. Perhaps there i s  no 
complete one. 
On this  topic a survey of thirty histories has disclosed a certain 
amount of canfusion, omission and misleading generalization. It seems 
obvious now that i t  cannot merely be said that Galileo was found guilty 
and punished on religious grounds because of his  scientific discoveries. 
The issue needs clarification. 
l ~ t i l l r n a n  Drake, Discwerie s a& Opinions o_f Galileo trans. 
with Introduction and Notes by Stillman Drake, (New York: Doubleday 
and Go., Inc., 1957), p. 6. 
CHAPTER I1 
THE PROTAGONIST 'S PERSONALITY 
The Tuscan Ambassador to Rome, Guicciardini, in a report  to  
his  mas te r ,  Duke Cosimo II, wrote a s  follows: 
. . . He is passionately involved in  this  quarrel,  a s  if it were 
his  own business, and he does not see  and sense what i t  would com- 
port; so  that he will be snared in it, and will get himself into 
danger, together with anyone who seconds him. . . . he is vehe- 
ment and is a l l  fixed and impassioned in this  affair, s o  that it is 
impossible, i f  you have him around, t o  escape from his hands. And 
this  is a business which is not a joke but may become of great con- 
sequence, and this man is here under our protection and responsi- 
bility. . . 1 
"This man" was Galileo, "Chief Mathematician and Philosopher" a t  the 
court of Florence. The time was 1616; and the place was Rome; the 
business was GalileoWs attempt to gain Church apprwal  of Copemicanism. 
"This quarrel" resulted in the suspension of Copernicus' book instead 
and a warning t o  Galileo to  stay out of theology, a warning which was t o  
redound to  his disfavor some seventeen years  later.  Unfortunately, this 
was also a qua r re l  in which he had little business engaging at  that time. 
But the important aspect of this Ambassador's report  l ies  in 
the tone of what it suggests about the man Galileo and how his person- 
ality might be affecting his career.  Koestler excellently illustrates 
l ~ r t h u r  Koestlcr , The Sleepwalkers ( ~ e w  Y ork: The 
. 
-
Macmillan Co., 1959), pp. 452-453. 
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what has been a notorious lack in history's presentation of scientific 
materials when he states: 
The History of Science i s  a relative newcomer on the scene, 
and the biographers of its Cromwells and Napoleons are  a s  yet 
little concerned with psychology; their heroes are  mostly repre - 
sented as  reasoning-machines on austere marble pedestals, in a 
manner long outdated in the mellower branches of historiography-- 
probably on the assumption that in the case of a Philosopher of 
Nature, unlike that of a statesman or conqueror, character and 
personality a r e  irrelevant. Yet all cosmological systems, from 
the Pythagoreans to Copernicus, Descartes and Eddington, reflect 
the unconscious prejudices , the philosophical or  even political 
bias of their authors; and from physics to physiology, no branch 
of Science, ancient or modern, can boast freedom from meta- 
physical bias of one kind or  another.1 
This line of reasoning i s  particularly applicable to the esteemed 
Galileo who has not only been placed on a pedestal but very frequently 
has been given the crown of a martyr for truth. 
To understand the Galileo issue in history at all then, it is 
necessary to understand the background of his times and his thought. 
That he was hardly the objective, white-robed scientist operating in a 
clinical atmosphere, oblivious of his social, cultural and political sur - 
roundings, becomes dramatically apparent in his own words. Writing 
in his famous - Il Saggiatore (The -Assayer), in 1623, Galileo answered 
a Jesuit critic with these words: 
. . . You cannot help it,  Signor Sarsi, that it  was granted to 
me alone to discover all the new phenomena in the sky and nothing 
l~bld . ,  - pp. 14-15. 
to anybody else. This i s  the truth which neither malice nor envy 
can suppress. 1 
Galileo Galilei, the eldest son of Vincenzio Galilei, was born in 
Pisa on February 15, 1564. The stock was Florentine nobility in a 
somewhat straitened financial condition. His father was a distinguished 
musician and mathematician who desired that his son enter a more 
I 
remunerative field than either of these had proved to be for him. To 
this end the family attempted to give Galileo the best education available. 
The young man early demonstrated promising intellectual qual- 
ities. By the time he was eighteen years of age he was well versed in 
Latin and Greek; he was an excellent musician, and he showed much 
evidence of becoming an artist. He was sent to the University of Pisa 
in 158 1 to study medicine. He never received a degree, withdrawing 
in 1585 because of lack of funds. It was while he attended Pisa, however, 
that Galileo began his lifelong interest in mathematics and science. 
Shortly after matriculation he developed the "Pulsilogia," a device for 
counting pulse, as a result of observing the pendulum-like behavior of 
a swinging larnp.2 In 1585 he wrote his first important essay on 
Hydrostatic Balance. 
-- 
11bid = J  p. 468. 
2 ~ .  W  Bryant, Galileo (London: The Sheldon Press, 1925), p. 5. 
By this time he was back at the family residence in Florence, 
where, indicative of the universality of his interests, it is reported that 
he was lecturing on Dante's Inferno at the Florentine ~cadem'g.1 It will 
be well to remember that the well-educated Renaissance man quite 
often developed interests covering a wide range of subjects and fre- 
quently, with o r  without benefit of Francis Bacon's thoughts on the sub- 
ject, had taken "all lmowledge to be his province." It must be empha- 
sized, then, that one does not find in Galileo a highly specialized person 
adept only in his particular field. Nor was he merely a diletante; he 
was well versed, a s  became a son of Humanism, in very many areas.  
Panofsky paints the following clear picture of Galilee's academic 
background: 
This great physicist and astronomer had g r m  up in an environ- 
ment humanistic and artistic rather than scientific. . . . he had 
received an excellent musical and literary education. He knew most 
Latin classics by heart. He not only wrote poetry himself--. . . -- 
but also devoted 'many months or even years'  t o  the annotation of 
Ariosto, to whom he felt indebted, as  he used to say, for whatever 
clarity and cogency his own Italian style might possess, and to an 
elaborate comparison between Ariosto* s Orlando Furioso and 
Tasso's Gerusalemme Liberata. . . . he was originally inclined 
to study painting rather than mathematics, and m e  of his most 
intimate and faithful friends was the outstanding painter of their 
native Florence, Ludovica cigoli.' 
2 ~ r w i n  Panofsky, Galileo a s  - -- a Critic o_f the Arts (The Hague: 
Martinus Nijhoff, 1954), p. 4. 
Further,  Galileo's own words, from a letter of 1610 to Vinta, 
Secretary to the Grand Duke Cosimo 11, clearly express his own opinion 
of his interests and abilities. He wrote: 
. , . Of useful and curious secrets I possess so many, . . . 
The works which I wish to finish are  principally these: two books 
on the system of the universe; an immense work (idea, cmcetto), 
full of philosophy, astronomy and geometry; three books on local 
motion, a science entirely new, no one, either ancierrt or modern, 
having discovered any of the marvelous accidents which I demon- 
strate in natural and violent motions; . , . three books on 
mechanics, . . . 1 
He went on to list other minor topics he was studying, but the above is 
indicative of the background and the nature of the man. This make-up 
certainly affected his writings and his attitude toward those contem- 
poraries with whom he disagreed. It most certainly colored the main 
events of his life. 
In 16 12 Galileo wrote a letter to Cigoli Ln which he gave the 
painter arguments to use against art ists  who insisted that sculpture 
was a greater a r t  than painting. Galileo indicated that the greatest a r t  
was that in which the "means of imitation" were farthest removed from 
that being imitated.2 For Galileo the best busic would be instrumental 
a s  opposed to vocal. Of this basic concept of Galileo it has been said: 
Galileo's insistence upon a clear and clean separation of values 
and procedures which at the time were cammonly accepted as 
'private Life, pp. 62 and 63. 
-
2panofsky, op. - cit., p. 9. 
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inseparable bears  witness to a critical purism which may be said 
to be the very signature of his genius. As he preferred pure music-- 
to song, . , so did he insist on a separation of quantity from 
qualities, of science from religion, magic, mysticism and art .  His 
discovery that the planet Jupiter was encircled by four moons was 
greeted with cries of horror by those who claimed that God would 
never have permitted the elements of the planetary system to 
exceed the sacred number Seven, and with cr ies  of triumph by 
those who felt that Galileo's discwery had shuwed forth, once more, 
the "supreme wisdom of the Creator," the number of the four sat- 
ellites reflecting the fourfold essence of God, the universe. and man 
( ~ i n d ,  Soul, Nature, and Matter or Body), . . . and many other 
tetrads. But Galileo himself--perfectly free from any belief in 
numerology, Biblical or Pythagorean, and thoroughly immune to 
animism--would have accepted any number without question . . . 1 
This passage provides an interesting insight into the nature of 
a time when theology was a predominant study--a point which has 
important bearing on Galileo's life--and the point is also made that 
Galileo was breaking with tradition. However, every man is a product 
, 
of his culture and tradition and there can be no complete break from 
A 
the past. One must question the idea that Galileo meant to separate 
science fram religion. Religion had a very pervasive influence in his 
t imes,  and, as shall become clear, Galileo made determined efforts to 
effect harmony between his "science" and the Scriptures. 
Nor was Galileo able to separate science from art.  In fact, 
pertinent to Galilee's astronomical studies, it is noteworthy that he 
carried into that field a belief, found in both Plato and Aristotle, that 
lh id . ,  p. 11. 
the circle predominated a s  a perfect form. Panofsky illustrates the 
L 
importance of this in the following passage: 
Rectilinear motion, Galileo says, may have had some use before 
the world was created; but thereafter "only circular motion is 
naturally appropriate to the bodies constituting the universe and 
disposed in the best order, . . ." It is this hantise de la circul- 
- - -  
arite,  this 'haunting spell of circularity,' which prevented him from 
reaching the goal af man's long quest for the law of inertia; and it 
is, I believe, the same hantise which made it impossible for him to 
visualize the solar system a s  a combination of ellipses. . . . 
Galileo could not but feel that the ellipse is a distorted circle; a 
form in which 'perfect order' has been disturbed by the intrusion 
of rectilirrearity; which, therefore, cannot result from what he con- 
ceived a s  uniform motion; and which, we may add, was a s  emphat- 
ically rejected by High Renaissance a r t  a s  it was cherished in 
mannerism. 1 
Kepler, in 1609, had published his - Nova Astronomia, which 
contained his law clearly demonstrating the ellipticity of planetary 
orbits. It is interesting to observe that both Galileo and Kepler used 
a description of human body movements to s u ~ p o r t  their respective 
arguments. Kepler found that the bending of any part of the body is 
brought about by the motion of straight muscles, and he used this idea 
a s  an illustration of rectilinear movement. Galileo--speaking in te rms 
of bone structure--maintained that all bodily movements were circular 
and that, therefore, all the ends of movable bones a r e  either convex or  
concave. This same argument had been suggested f i rs t  by Leonardo 
One can readily see that there was more to  Galileo's astronomy 
than what met  his eye through the telescope. Panofsky gives his summa- 
tion a s  follows: 
. . . F r e e  from mysticism but subject to  the bias of the purist 
and the classicist,  Galileo, the father of modern mechanics, was an 
explorer rather than a demiurge in the field of astronomy, . . . 1 
Another facet of Galileo that has received considerable empha- 
sis from some biographers is his disputatious character. This, coupled 
with his naturally fine intellect and ability to use a pen which cut more 
sharply than a sword, undoubtedly caused him to  be out of step with 
many of h i s  academic fellows. Karl Von Gebler has pointed out that 
from Galileo's days a s  a student he was not too well liked by the 
Aristotelian professors because he constantly attacked many of their 
favorite tenets. He early gained their enmity and earned the epithet of 
"the 
F. S. Taylor, who is quite friendly to Galileo, makes this illumi- 
nating comment: 
. . . If he had contented hirnseLf with demonstrating the falla- 
cicg in'the sciences of the time he would no doubt have made enemies; 
for Aristotelianism was a powerful vested interest. But when he set  
himself to  abuse and ridicule the whole fraternity of science, making 
the professors  appear to be not only in e r r o r ,  but c r a s s  fools a s  
Z ~ o n  Gebler, w. - cit., p. 6. 
well, it is no wonder that those who were ridiculed used the weapons 
of intrigue and misrepresentation in reply.l 
This theme is repeated in the following remarks: 
. . . But Galileo had a ra re  gift of provoking enmity; . . . the 
cold, unrelenting hostility which genius plus arrogance minus hurnil- 
ity creates among mediocrities.2 
And, once again, Galileo's own words provide the most striking evidence. 
In a letter to Monsignor Dini, in 1615, he wrote: 
To me,  the surest and swiftest way to prove that the position of 
Copernicus is not contrary to Scripture would be to give a host of 
proofs that it is true and that the contrary cannot be maintained 
at  all; . . . But how can I do this, and not be merely wasting my 
time, when those Peripatetics who must be convinced show them- 
selves incapable of following even the simplest and easiest of 
arguments? . . . 3 
Koestler points out that the "staggering thing" about this passage is 
that it was aimed at Robert Cardinal Bellarmine, who most certainly 
was no simpleton and who had suggested that while the Copernican 
theory could not at that time be treated a s  a certitude, it could well be 
used a s  a hypothesis.4 Of interesting note, of course, is that Galileo 
was quite basically in e r ro r  in what he considered to be his proof of 
the theory. 
IF. Shemood Taylor, Galileo and the Freedom - of Thought 
(London: Watts and Go., 1938), p. 45. 
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Galileo's ability to antagonize the wrong people is further appar- 
ent in a conflict he had with the Jesuit astronomers relevant t o  the 
appearance of the comets of 16 18. Up until this time Galileo had been 
on quite friendly t e rms  with the Jesuits. But in 1618 Father Grass i  of 
the Roman College published the correct view concerning comets - -a 
view coinciding with that of Tycho de Brahe, who had concluded that 
comets moved in regular orbits like the planets. Galileo had once 
agreed with this  view, but he abruptly changed his mind and actually 
took a stand close to the Aristotelian view. Galileo said comets were 
optical illusions--they were not rea l  at all. When he read Grassi 's 
discourse he made marginal comments such a s  "piece of asininity," 
"elephantine ," and "buffoon." 1 He then attacked Grassi 's  views and 
the war was on. Grassi  answered vehemently, and Galileo followed 
with h i s  famous - ll Saggiatore ( ~ k A s s a p r e r )  in which he tore Grass i  
apart. 
Bryant, noting Galileo's "elegant style," " sagacity" and 
"fertility of argument," states of The -Assayer: 
. . . The success of the book was immediate but it gave great 
offense to the Jesuits,  whose champion found his arguments turned 
into ridicule with great dialectic skill and in the choicest Italian. 
The Pope was much pleased and had the book read aloud at  
table . . . 2 
'b id , ,  pp. 467 and 468. 2Bryant, 9. s, pp. 35 and 36. 
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De Santillana, with reference to Galileo's style in the Dialogue said: 
. . The heroic poems with their episodes, the flights of 
~ i n d a r ' s  fantasy, a r e  his  avowed models. There is a price to  be 
paid for this--the sacrifice of straight scientific language. . . . 
But Galileo i s  willing to pay that price in order to remain a man 
among men, a person and a force within his own culture. . . . 1 
Galileo' s style also received commendatory notice in the following 
passage applauding his Messenger from the Stars, published in 1610. 
--- 
The author says: 
The booklet aroused immediate and passionate contrwersy.  
It is curious t o  note that Copernicus' -- Book of Revolutions had 
created little stir for half a century, and Kepler's Laws even 
l e s s  at their time, while the - Star Messenger, . . ., caused such 
an outburst of emotions. The main reason was, no doubt, its 
2 immense readability. . . . 
And, with final reference to Galileo's pen and its effect, A. M. Glerke 
notes that: 
. . . The keen sarcasm of his polished rhetoric was not cal- , 
cnlated to  soothe the susceptibilities of men already smarting 
3 under the deprivation of their most cherished illusions. . . . 
The list of Galileo's published works is not too long. In 1586 
he wrote the essay on Hydrostatic Balance; in 1610 his famous - Star
M e s e e n ~ e r ,  arnouncing the startling discovery of Jupiter's moons; in 
16 12 the Discourse - on Floating Bodies, debunking the Aristotelian idea 
' ~ e  Santillana. 9. &, p. 175. 2 ~ o e s t l e r ,  x. +, p. 367. 
2~lerke,op.&. ,  p. 406. 
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that the shape of an object determined whether or  not it would float, and 
arousing the hostility of the Aristotelians; In 1613 his Letters on the 
--
Solar Spots, in which he made his first w e r t  reference in favor of the 
-
Copernican system; in 1619 he wrote a Discourse on Comets, circu- 
-
lated under the name of Guiducci and attacking the Jesuit ~ r h s s i ;  in 
1623 his Assayer, further assailing Grassi's arguments; in 1632, the 
ill-fated Dialogue --- on the Two Greatest Systems in the World; and the 
--
final work, which contained his most lasting and great contribution to 
science, The -Dialogues Concerning Two -- New Sciences, in which he laid 
the foundation for the science of dynamics. This was published in 1638, 
five years  after the Inquisition had supposedly destroyed his creativity. 
The a b w e  list does not include a rather voluminous corres- 
pondence, some of which was intended to be'widely circulated. In this 
category fall two oft-noted letters--one to his disciple, Castelli, in 
1612, and the other to Christina, the dowager grand duchess of Tuscany. 
The second letter was an enlargement of the same views set forth in 
the m e  to Gaetelli, Through these letters Galileo very openly entered 
the sacristy to set forth his views in regard to interpretation of Biblical 
passages which did not seem to agree with what he considered natural 
evidence pertinent to cosmological events. The importance of the can- 
tents of these letters will be dealt with later. 
In many respects Galilee's personal life was quite a s  hectic a s  
hie public life, and, apparently, not as often rewarding. Throughout 
33 
his  life he shouldered many family responsibilities, some of which were 
not of his  choosing. In 1591, with his father's death, Galileo assumed 
the role of head of the family and with it considerable indebtedness. He 
had two s i s t e r s  for  whom he provided dowries, and a profligate brother, 
Michelangelo, who, with a rather large family, managed to  be a finan- 
cial stone around Galileo's neck during much of his life. But throughout 
Galileo's l i fe,  several  friendships with eminent people stood him in 
good stead. From 1588 to 1591 he held the rather low-paying post of 
lecturer a t  the University of Pisa. In 1591, with the a id  of the del 
Monte family, he was able to obtain the much more lucrative and 
important chair of mathematics at the University of Padua.1 His stay 
a t  Padua (1592-1610) was a most rewarding one. Three t imes the 
Venetian senate renewed his appointment, and, in 1610, following his 
epochal telescopic discoveries, he was appointed to his professorship 
for  life a t  an mheard-of high salary. Then, in 1610, Galileo decided 
to  forsake Padua for his native Tuscany and the post of Mathematician 
and Philosopher a t  the ducal court. 
The effect of this  move on Galileo's later life has aroused con- 
siderable comment in various quarters. Galileo's friend, Sagredo, who 
was to be immortalized in the later works of Galileo, wrote to him from 
34 
Venice a year after Galileo had mwed to Florence. He felt that Galileo 
had made a mistake in leaving the Venetian republic, and said, "But I 
am much disturbed by your being in a place where the authority of the 
friends of the Jesuits counts heavily. . . .* 'I  Bryant points out that 
Venice had tangled with Rome by refusing to allow the Jesuits to 
teach. Venice was for a time under an interdict and ultimately 
remained rather f ree  from Papal political ties.2 Taylor believed that 
Galileo would have been quite safe from the Inquisition in Venice.3 
Namer felt that much of Galileo's difficulty arose from the f a d  that 
Florence was not free from the Inquisition as  was  eni ice.* The valid- 
ity of this viewpoint seems doubtful from two angles. The first is that, 
in or out of Venice, Galileo did not expect difficulty from Church 
authority; secondly, Galileo apparently considered himself a true and 
loyal son of the Church. Unlike Bruno he had no intention of attacking 
Church dogma. Unquestionably, his close ties with the leadership in 
the Papal court played an unwitting role in the denouement, but since 
these ties arose from admiration for the man and his earlier works, 
would they not have been as close regardless of where he lived in 
Italy ? 
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Regardless of how the above question is answered, Galileo did 
arr ive at the Court of Florence in the Fall  of 1610. Now occurred 
another incident, curious in several respects, and again illustrative of 
the influence of Galileo's friends. Galileo never married, but during 
his tenure a t  Padua he had three children, two daughters and a son, 
by Marina Gamba. Before he left this woman in Padua, by the way, he 
was good enough to provide her with a husband, Of more interest is 
the way in which he carried out his parental responsibilities. He did 
take his son, Vincenzio, under his wing later on; in fact, he obtained 
for him a pension from Pope Urban VILI. This pension was later  trans- 
ferred to  Galileo, and he received it to the end of his life. 1 
With his daughters the case was quite different. In 1611 
Galileo decided, although they were very young, to place them in a con- 
vent. He enlisted the aid of Cardinal del Monte and received the follow- 
ing answer: 
In answer to your letter concerning your daughters' claustration, 
I had fully understood that you did not wish them to take the veil 
immediately, but that you wished them to be received on the under- 
standing that they were to assume the religious habit a s  soon a s  
they reached canonical age. . . . 2 
The Council of Trent had stated that no one could take vows until she 
wae sixteen. Apparently Galileo's daughters received a dispensation 
2 ~ r i v a t e  Life, pp. 77-78. 
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because they took the veil in 16 14; the elder, Sister Maria Celeste, was 
then but thirteen. 1 
Galileo had great affection for this elder daughter, and there a re  
in existence many let ters between them. Indeed, Galileo established 
his residence at  Arcetri,  very near his daughters' convent. This is 
where he died; Sister Maria Celeste preceded him in death by eight 
years.  
Galileo was a much honored and feted individual throughout his 
long career .  One very high point came in 16 11 when, following his 
telescopic discoveries, he visited Rome. An official reception was 
given a t  the Jesuit seat of learning, the Roman College, and this was 
a great personal and academic triumph for Galileo. Of this event the 
> 
Cardinal del Monte wrote: "If we were still living in the days of the 
Roman Republic, a monument would be raised to  Galileo at  the Capitol 
in honor of the excellence of his genius. " 2  
Previously, note has been taken that the Cardinal Barberini 
who became Pope Urban V l l I  wrote odes praising Galileo. J n  1624, a s  
Pope, he gave Galileo six long audiences, granted his son a pension, 
and wrote a highly commendatory letter to Galileo's patron, the grand- 
duke. 
l ~ b i d ,  Z ~ a m e r ,  9. &, p. 145. 
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Galileo was, of course, a s ta r  member of the Lincean Academy, 
which Was a scholarly society embracing many notables, including the 
German, Kepler. In addition, the very post Galileo held at Florence 
was a signal of no small honor. During the last eight years of his life, 
spent under restrictions at his home, he received many eminent visi- 
tors ,  including the poet John Milton. But when he died in 1642 he was 
buried very quietly and without a monument. Koestler reports: 
His bones . . . rest  in the Pantheon of the Florentines, the 
Church of Santa Croce, next to the remains of Michelangelo and 
Machiavelli. His epitaph was written for him by posterity: 
eppur - si muwe--the famous words which he never uttered at 
b 
his trial.  When his friends wanted to erect a monument over his 
grave, Urban told the Tuscan Ambassador that this would be a 
bad example for the world, since the dead man "had altogether 
given r ise  to  the greatest scandal throughout Christendom. . . . 1 ~ 1  
One summation of Galileo's work has been given as  follows! l 
. . . Contrary to statements in even recent outlines of sci- 
ence, Galileo did nut invent the telescope; nor the microscope; 
nor the thermometer; nor the pendulum clock. He did not dis- J 
c w e r  the law of inertia; nor the parallelogram of forces or 
motions; nor the sun spots. He made no contribution to theoret- 
ical astronomy; . . . and did not prove the truth of the 
Copernican system. He was not tortured by the Inquisition, . . . 
and he was not a martyr of science. 
What he did was to found the modern science of dynamics, 
-
which makes him rank among the men who shaped human 
destiny. . . . 2 
Galileo Galilei was truly a giant in achievement. Unfortunately, 
the achievements for which he ie  regularly given credit are the ones 









in the character. His true achievements are 
dramatic misconceptions of his life, works and 
CHAPTER III 
COPERNICANISM DEFENDED 
In 1597 Joharrnes Kepler (1571- 1630) published his Mgsterium 
C o s m o ~ r a ~ h i c u m ,  which supported the idea that the s m ,  not the earth, 
was in the center of things. Though there were then no scientific jour- 
nals, "there was an intensive exchange of letters among scholars and 
a luxuriant international academic grapevine. . . ."1 Galileo was one 
of the eminent scholars who received a copy of the work, and this pub- 
lication by Kepler prompted Galileo to write one of the only two letters 
he ever wrote to his great German contemporary. In it, he said, 
"Like you, I accepted the Copernican position several years ago. . . . 2 
Now this comment by Galileo is interesting in light of the fact 
that in his lecturta at Padua he taught the Ptolemaic But 
more interesting is the reason Galileo gave to  Kepler for not defending 
what he believed. He advised Kepler that while he had written material 
favoring Copernicanism, he would not publish it because of what had 
befallen Copernicus, "Who," a s  Galileo said, "it i s  true, laid up for 
himself immortal fame in the eyes of some, but to an infinite multitude 
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(for such i s  the number of fools) put himself forth as  an object to be 
laughed at and exploded." 1 
Some historians seem to have had a s  much difficulty in interpre- 
ting this long delay of Galileo's as  literary critics have had in explaining 
the famous procrastination of Hamlet. The difficulty has led to miscon- 
ceptions. For instances, Ferdinand Schevil 1 states: 
Long before these wonders Erne. the moans of Jupiter and the 
surface of the m o d  had revealed themselves to him, Galileo had 
become persuaded of the truth of the Copernican theory. He had, 
, 
however, suppressed his convictions from fear of the papal Lnqui- 
- 2 sition. . . . 
This seems to be patently untrue. Galileo was wary of the same type 
of hostility o r  ridicule which Copernicus had feared. In the dedicatory 
letter of his book Revolutions to Pope Paul III, Gopernicus had spoken 
> 
with reference to this hostility, to wit: 
i 
. . . I have doubted for a long time whether I should publish 3 
theae reflections written to p rwe  the earth's motion, or whether 
it wwld be better to follow the example of the Pytbagoreans and 
others, who were wont to impart their philosophic mysteries only 
to intimates and friends . . . 3 
Koestler, referring to the hesitation evidenced by Copernicus. 
states: 
l ~ a y l o r . s . ~ . ,  pp. 57-58. 
2~erd inand  Schevill, - A History o_f Europe ( ~ e w  York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Co., 1947), p. 238. 
It was not, as  legend would have it, religious persecution that he 
had to fear.  Legend pays little attention to dates; yet it is essen- 
t ial  to remember that the Book of Revolutions was not put on the 
-- 
Index until seventy-three years after it was published, and that the 
notorious t r ia l  of Galileo took place ninety years after Copernicus* 
death. . . . 1 
Equally noteworthy, of course, is that Copernicus* book remained on 
the Index for four years only, from 1616 to 1620 .~  
Galileo was obviously aware of the great body of opposition to 
Copernicanism which existed in the learned world. In a letter to 
Kepler he stated: 
. . . the school of Copernicus . . . (are) regarded by the 
philosophers of our times, who philosophise on paper, with an 
universal agreement a s  men of no intellect, and little better than 
absolute fools . 3  
This information sharply illustrates that these men, and particularly 
Calileo, were aware of the largeness of the undertaking involved in 
defending Copernicanism. It becomes necessary, then, to explore 
briefly the general status of the science of astronomy in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. 
The established and accepted system of astronomy was the 
Ptolemaic, or geocentric, pattern. Ptolemy lived in the second century, 
A.D., and the system he developed remained without a serious chal- 
)w. P. D. Wightman, - The Growthof Scientific Ideas ( ~ e w  
Haven: Yale University Press ,  1951), p. 59. 
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lenger for Years- Other ~ ~ ~ m o l o g i c a l  schemes had been developed 
before that of Ptolemy; For  example, one finds that the Greeks had, 
circa 310 B.G., produced a heliocentric theory in the works of 
~ r i s t a r c h u s .  This early theory did not find acceptance. In general, the 
systems which preceded Ptolemy's were of relatively little import with 
the exception of Aristcutle's concepts. Aristotle had favored a geocen- 
t r ic  system which differed in some respects from Ptolemy's. 
In the Ptolemaic model the immobile earth was the center of the 
orbits of the moon, Mercury, Venus, the sun, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, 
in that order. To make this system approximate the observed data at 
all,  its supporters had to go to quite complex lengths. It must be noted 
f i r s t  that the system tried to explain the movements of the planets rela- 
tive to  the position of the earth, whereas the real  motion of the planets 
must be described relative to the positian of the sun. 
Two factors plagued the Ptolemaic defenders. The f i rs t  was the 
question of apparent planetary retrogressions. For instance, a s  a 
planet m w e d  from west to east, it would appear to the observer to stop, 
go back and then return again on its original course. This apparent 
retrogressive motion was explained by introducing epicycles. An epi- 
cycle would be a smaller circle attached to the larger circle, i.e., the 
orbital path. The primary orbital path had a physical center, the 
earth, which served a s  a hub around which the planets could circle. 
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The epicycle had no such hub. It Was necessary to grant that a planet 
could, while proceeding in orbit around the earth, concurrently corn- 
plete another orbit on an epicycle, although in so doing the planet would 
be revolving around nothing. In this way retrogressive motion could be 
explained. 
Naw the second problem called f o r  smaller epicycles attached 
to the primary epicycles. Both Plato and Aristotle had endorsed the 
idea that heavenly bodies moved in perfectly circular motion at  uniform 
speed. Observational data did not seem to agree with this concept. The 
, 
planet Venus, a s  a case in point, would alternately appear larger and I 
brighter, then smaller and less  brilliant. By keeping the idea of circu- 
lar  motion a t  uniform speed, the astrimomers could only explain appear- 
I 
ances by adding epicycles to epicycles. In this manner, the Ptolemaic 
theory, while it was not entirely satisfactory and was completely lacking : 5 
in proof from nature, was, by and large, a workable mathematical 
explanation. 
Although the Ptolemaic system was obviously a leading system 
in astronomy until it was replaced by heliocentric views, and although 
some general histories s t ress  it a s  the only view in opposition to 
Copernicaniem, one must be cautious not to believe that it was the only 
system having an influence until the time of Copernicus. Butterfield 
notes, in thie regard, that some may "have gone too f a r ,  perhaps, in 
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imagining a cast-iron Ptolemaic system, to the whole of which the pre- 
decessors of Copernicus were supposed to be blindly attached. "1 Though 
~ r i s t o t l e ' s  system was also geocentric, there was some essential dis- 
agreement between it and Ptolemy's system, and Aristotle's ideas 
seemed to have had a more profound effect on the world view than did 
Ptolemy's. Since this world view was so inextricably interwoven with 
astronomy, it behooves one to be familiar with at least the outlines of 
Aristotelian astronomy before attempting to understand the world view 
which was t o  be so drastically altered by Copernicus. A. C. Crornbie, 
> 
in his lucid account of scientific development during the Middle Ages, c 
demonstrated that the learned men of the medieval period were quite 
cognizant of the differences between Aristotle's system and that of 
> 
Ptolemy. He states: 
b 
When the natural philosophers and astronomers of Western 
Christendom were confronted with the choice between the 
5 
"physical" system of Aristotle and the "mathematical" system 
of Ptolemy, they at  first hesitated . . . 2 
Then, Crombie continues, ". . . the Ptolemaic system was quickly 
recognized early in the 13th century a s  being the best geometrical 
device for 'saving the appearances' . "3 
l ~ u t t e r f i e l d ~ o p . ~ . ,  p. 2 2 .  2 ~ r o m b i e ,  9. - cit., p. 60. 
3 ~ i d .  - 
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One basic difference between the Ptolemaic and Aristotelian 
systems, then, was that Aristotle had attempted to  give a real  descrip- 
tion of the physical world, relegating mathematical interpretations of 
the movements of heavenly bodies to a secondary role, whereas Ptolemy 
had constructed a mathematical description of the miverse. 
In the Aristotelian system the immobile earth was surrounded 
by nine spheres. These spheres were at various times believed to  be 
composed of either very subtle substances o r  else of transparent crys- 
talline material. l The innermost sphere contained the moon, and, 
L 
extending out from this sphere, there were seven more consecutive I 
spheres containing, in order, the planets and the fixed stars.  A ninth 
sphere was the sphere of the primum mobile. To make this system 
> 
work, i.e., to explain actual planetary motion, Aristotle had to make 
each main sphere consist of several spheres which could turn in different 3 5 
directions. Thus could apparent retrogressions be explained. He ulti- 
mately had a total of fifty-four ~ ~ h e r e s . 2  
Learned men of the thirteenth century rejected this awkward 
system in favor of Ptolemy's mathematical device. St. Thomas Aquinas, 
for instance, accepted the Ptolemaic theory--as a hypathesis.3 ~e did 
l ~ ~ t t e r f i e l d ,  2. c&, p. 20. 2 ~ o e s t l e r .  OP- tit.. Pa 64- 
3sir William C. Dampier, & History of Science and Its Relations 
with philosophy and Religion (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1949), 
- -
4th ed., p. 87. 
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not believe there existed a proved system of cosmo1ogy.l However, the 
 re-Copernican world view came to be based very firmly on Aristotelian 
concepts of the structure of the universe. 
Aristotle had taught that mutability was limited to the sublunary 
sphere. The earth and all it  contained was subject to flux, to corruption, 
to  growth, t o  change. Beyond that sphere- -extending out through the 
sphere of the Pr ime Mover--all was constant. This thought was con- 
sistent with the concept of the "Chain of Being"; everything existed in 
gradations from the lowest to the ultimate, the c rea tor  .2 Probably no 
f iner  o r  more  complete literary exposition of this world view exists 
than that given it by Dante. Dante pictured ten skies, the tenth sky being 
the "abode of God," which was at  rest .  Each of the other spheres was 
"moved by Intelligences or Spirits, which have their various grades 
corresponding t o  the degrees of nobility that exist in the physical 
world."3 Butterfield points out that, "In this whole picture of the uni- 
verse ,  there  is more of Aristotle than of christianity."4 There seems 
little doubt but that religion, a r t ,  literature, social structure--in fine- - 
Western culture became impregnated with this basic teaching. It seems 
probable that historians may be averlooking a rather important aspect 
of the story of science if they merely point out that it was the Ptolemaic 
theory, per - se,  which needed to be changed. Indeed, Butterfield goes 
s o  far  a s  to  suggest, ". . . we may say it was Aristotle rather than 
Ptolemy who had to be overthrown in the sixteenth cexrtury."l 
Rearrangement of the planetary system into a heliocentric, o r  
sun-centered, pattern was not going to be simply an astronomical prob- 
lem. The world view of an entire civilization was going to be altered. 
The magnitude of the situation might well become more meaningful to 
a twentieth-century reader if he were suddenly codronted with evidence 
that reasoning beings inhabited another planet besides earth. Present- 
day reactions might well be quite comparable to seventeenth-century 
reactions. One can only imagine to what extent curiosity, fear, and 
excitement would be registered, but there is  little doubt that these 
qualities would be present. 
The prominent position Copernicus holds in history is justifiably 
his on the grounds that from the introduction of his system there began 
a movement whf ch changed the tide of astronomy so strongly that the 
geocentric system was completely replaced by the heliocentric. This 
i s  not to say that Copernicus himself developed the heliocentric system 
a s  a workable and true theory. He had the germ of the idea, and this 
news spread throughout the western world to stimulate the minds of 
such men a s  Tycho de Brahe, Kepler, Galileo, Descartes, and Newton. 
From all these sources a synthesis was effected which gave the helio- 
centric system a most reasonable basis. This synthesis ultimately 
differed considerably from Copernicus* teachings. In fact, there exists 
in history a major misconception in regard to Copernicus* contribu- 
tions. His magnum opus, "The --- Book of the,Revolutions - of the Heavenly 
- -
Spheres, was and is an all-time worst-seller," having had only four 
reprints in four hundred years. l In addition, Koestler , calling attention 
to  the f a d  that many historians have credited Copernicus with doing 
away with all the complicated epicyclic movements of Ptolemy, finds by 
actual count that Copernicus was forced to adopt forty-eight epicycles-- 
eight more than Ptolemy--in order to t ry  to explain planetary move- 
ments. This same author illustrates what has happened by the following 
statement: 
In other words, contrary to popular, and even academic belief, 
Copernicus -- did not reduce t& number of - circles, but increased 
them (from 40 to 48). How could this mistaken ideasurvive for 
-
so long, and be repeated by so many eminent authorities? The 
answer I s  that very few people, even among professional historians 
of science, have read Copernicus' book, because the Copernican 
system (as opposed to the heliocentric idea) is hardly worth bother- 
ing about. Not even Galileo seems to have read it. . . . 2 
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None the less, as unreadable as  Copemicus' book may be, it 
must be re-emphasized that the news that he had placed the sun in the 
center of the universe, with the planets, including the earth, circling it, 
had a most profound and startling influence. Indeed, this is where Kepler 
and Galileo enter the scene, the one to succeed quietly in making the the- 
ory workable mathematically, the other to spread the basic idea, largely 
through his dramatic failure to prove the theory. 
Since some historians would lead their readers to believe that 
Galileo was defending what was already a proved truth, o r  that he had 
the proof for it, it must be emphasized hezie that Copernicus had no more 
real  proof for his theory than Ptolemy had had for his. Copernicus did 
remove the need for an epicyclic explanation of planetary retrogression, 
but he ultimately added to the list of epicycles by trying to explain plane- 
tary motion a s  being perfectly circular and at uniform speed. 
Kepler, who considered himself indebted to Copernicus for the 
germ of the heliocentric concept, though his ultimate picture of the theory 
was quite different from that of Copernicus, put his finger squarely on 
the major weakness of the master's work. Pointing out that Gopernicns 
had relied on the data of Ptolemy and other early astrmomers,  he said, 
" Copernicus tried to interpret Ptolemy rather than nature." 1 In other 
l~b id . ,  - p. 199. I 
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words, by relying on data which contained e r rors ,  Copernicus was led 
astray.  In his  - - -  Book of the Revolutions, Copernicus listed only twenty- 
seven observations of his own, taken over a thirty-two-year period. 1 
Essentially, the Copernican theory was, in effect, no more rea-  
sonable an explanation of the universe than was the Ptolemaic theory 
until Johannes Kepler touched it with the discoveries of his  three plane- 
t a ry  laws. F o r  it was Kepler who, with his first two laws published in 
1609 in the - New Astronomy, did away with any need for epicycles a s  a 
mathematical device to  explain appearances. Kepler , by diligent anal- 
ys is  of the wealth of observed data he procured from Tycho de Brahe, 
plus his  awn observations, fully demonstrated that planets do not move 
in circular mation, nor do they m w e  at  uniform speeds. His first law 
s ta tes  that the planets travel  around the sun in elliptical orbits,  and the 
second law states that a planet does not move at uniform speed, but 
moves s o  that a line drawn from the planet to the sun always covers 
equal a r eas  in equal times. 
It may be reiterated that Kepler's work made the heliocentric 
theory a much more reasonable and workable theory than the geocentric 
theory was, but his  work in no way gave any quantitative proof that the 
heliocentric idea was true. For  anyone dealing with the development of 
5 1 
the heliocentric theory, a cardinal point to be borne in mind is that it 
was not until 1726, almost a century after Galileo's t h e ,  that the first  
incontrovertible proof that the earth mwed around the sun was finally 
found. For  centuries astronomers had been searching for evidence of 
stellar parallax. If the earth moved in an orbit, it seemed that the posi- 
tion of the s ta rs  in relation to the earth ought to change. Tycho de 
Brahe (1546 - 160 l ) ,  one of the greatest observational astronomers, 
failed to  find parallax, and he concluded that the earth was immobi1e.l 
Neither Kepler nor Galileo found any evidence of parallax, and the very 
lack of this evidence was used by proponents of the Ptolemaic theory 
to  buttress their view.2 What became obvious much later than the day 
of Kepler and Galileo was that the s tars  were so far away that much 
finer instruments sf observation would be required to observe the sought- 
after phenomenon. Parallax was not noted until 1838. But in the mean- 
time, in 1726, Tames Bradley discovered the phenomenon known as  aber- 
2The question of stellar parallax had considerable bearing on both 
the emotional and intellectual reactions to a heliocentric theory. Those 
who were more cautious in their approach to Copernicanism, such as 
Tycho de Brahe, tended to be confirmed in their rejection of the theory 
by the lack of evidence for stellar parallax. Those who were more enthus- 
iastic about the new concept, such as  Galileo and Kepler, fewently hoped 
and believed that evidence for stellar parallax would be forthcoming; they, 
therefore, went zealously ahead in their support of Copernicanism despite 
the missing evidence. 
ration of starlight, and this was a s  good proof that the earth orbited 
the sun a s  was parallax. 
However, since some authorities have seen f i t  t o  adduce that 
Galileo proved the heliocentric theory, it may be well to examine how 
he supposedly accomplished this feat. One must question a statement 
such a s  the following by Historian E. N. Johnson: 
It was Galileo who supplied the data that confirmed in the minds 
of the mathematicians and scientists the heliocentric theory. . . . 
Galileo saw also that Venus passed through phases similar to  
those of the moon, a phenomenon that could only be explained by 
the Copernican system. He was thus confirmed in his belief in the 
heliocentric universe. 1 
Or,  again, the following statement by C. H. King begs the issue when it 
states: 
, . . Other astronomers, like Brahe and Kepler, went unmo- 
lested for l e s s  provocative additions to the mounting store of 
information. 
But in 1632 the Italian Galileo challenged once more the basic 
medieval cosmogony. In Two -Principal Systems of - tLe World he 
reaffirmed and amplified the Copernican hypothesis . . . 2 
In the quotation from Johnson, an e r ro r  l ies in the assertion 
that the phases of Venus could only be explained by the Copernican sys- 
tem. Taylor, noting Galilee's use of the phases of Venus, states: 
l ~ .  N. Johnson, An Introduction t_o the - History of - the - Western 
Tradition - (New York: Ginn and Go.. 1959), Vol. LI, p. 154. 
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* This d i s c ~ e r y ~  that Venus had phases like the moon, he 
considered to be a definite proof of the Copernican system, which, 
however, it was not, for it is  clear that the same appearance will 
be produced whether the earth or the sun moves.1 
Indeed, it was largely his observations of Venus and Mercury that led 
Tycho de Brahe to develop a system which was, in effect, a halfway 
point between the geocentric view and the heliocentric theory. h the 
Tychonic system the earth remained at the center of the universe. 
However, only the orbits of the sun and the moon were centered on the 
1 
earth; the remaining five planets had their orbits centered on the sun. 
The entire system still revolved around a stationary earth.2 
The above statement by King is also interesting in relation to 
what he observes about Kepler. If any of the evidence brought forth in 
favor of Copernicanism was provocative, it most certainly would be 
the destruction by Kepler of the concept of circular motion. But this 
issue also b r h g s  up a major point. It can be quite clearly demonstra- 
ted not only that Galileo lacked proof for the Copernican theory but that 
he defended it in its original form without benefiting from the fine work 
of Kepler. Panofsky says, "He ( ~ a l i l e o )  teaches the Copernican system 
in i t s  primitive, uncorrected form. . . ."3 And Koestler, in a rather 
startling announcement, proclaims: 
l ~ a ~ l o r ,  9.g t . ,  p. 67. z ~ u h n , ~ .  cit , - p. 202. 
3~anofsky,  9. &t., P. 22- 
F o r  it must be remembered that the system which Galileo advo- 
cated was the orthodox Copernican system, designed by the Canon 
himself,  nearly a century before Kepler threw out the epicycles. 
. . . Incapable of acknowledging that any of his contemporaries 
had a share in the progress of astronomy, Galileo blindly and 
indeed suicidally ignored Kepler's work to the end, persisting in 
the futile attempt to bludgeon the world into accepting a F e r r i s  
wheel with forty -eight epicycles a s  "rigorously demonstrated" 
physical reality. 1 
The Galileo-Kepler relationship forms an interesting, if some- 
what enigmatic, part of the story of Galileo's endeavors to defend 
Copernicanism . Comments concerning the relationship run the gamut 
from the point Koestler made above--that a too proud Galileo purposely 
refused to  recognize any accomplishments by contemporaries in a 
field to which he arrogated all discoveries for himself--to the suggestion 
by de Santillana that Galileo may have been ignorant of Kepler's Laws. 
Indeed, de Santillana compares the two men to ships passing each other 
in the night.2 
It has  been mentioned above that Galileo wrote only two let ters 
to this fellow Lincean Academician who throughout his life gave Galileo 
sterling support.3 But Galileo was aware of Kepler ' s  activities from 
the time Kepler published his Mysteriurn Cosmographicum in 1597 
through his  later  publications. the Astronomia Nova of 1609, his 
' ~ o e s t l e r ,  oe, cx., p. 438. 2 ~ e  Santillana, 9. +, p. 170. 
Harmonice - Mundi in 16 19, and the Epitomy Astronomiae Copernicanae 
in 162 1, Kepler, who died in 1630, had long been overtly active in the 
l i s t s  before Galileo entered the field and had furthered the cause of 
Copernicanism with utmost success. It was most d o r t u n a t e  that 
Galileo did not utilize Kepler's advances. 
There  seems little question but that Galileo was cognizant of 
Kepler's mathematical studies. In this regard, Panofsky alludes to a 
let ter  of July 21, 1612, from Federico Gesi, (the founder and head of 
the Lincei) t o  Galileo in which he referred to Kepler's ellipses a s  a 
matter  of common knowledge and a s  an answer to  questions left 
unsolved by Copernicus. The letter further stated: 
. . . I believe with Kepler that to confine the planets to the 
rigorous precisian of circles would mean to tie them to a treadmill 
against their will. . . . I know, as  you do, that many motions a r e  
not concentric in relation to either the earth or the sun . . . And 
that this i s  t rue  of all of them if their orbit i s  elliptical a s  Kepler 
claims it  to be. l 
De Santillana also mentions that Galileo seemed to have heard of ellip- 
tical orbits but closed his mind against the idea.2 
That Galileo closed his mind to this part of Kepler's work is 
obvious by his own comment in the Dialogue Concerning the --- Two Chief 
l ~ a n o f s k y ,  op. cit., p. 22.  
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World Systems. On the fourth day of the Dialogue, Salviati (represent- 
ing Galileo's views) states: 
. But we cannot yet determine surely the law of revolution 
and the structure of the orbit of each planet (. . .); witness to  this  
fact is Mars,  which has caused modern astronomers so  much dis- 
t r e s s .  . . . 1 
Now, Kepler's views on the ellipticity of orbits had been published in 
1609, and i t  was precisely from his long study resulting in the determi- 
nation of the Martian orbit that he was able to demonstrate that the 
planets moved in ellipses--not perfect circles. 
It is obvious that Galileo was familiar with a t  least some of + 
r 
Kepler's beliefs, for in another part of his Dialogue he attacks 
Kepler's views on the causes of tides a s  follows: 
. . . I am more astonished at Kepler than at any other. ? 
Despite his open and acute mind, and though he has a t  his finger- 
tips the motions attributed to the earth, he has nevertheless lent 
his ea r  and his assent to the moon's dominion over the waters, $ 
to occult properties, and to  such puerilities.2 a 
The middle ground between Koestler's view and the idea that 
Galileo was unaware of Kepler's laws is found in an expression by 
Einstein In a Foreword to a recent translation of Galileo's Dialogue. 
Einstein believed: ". . . But this decisive progress (i.e., Kepler's 
lGalileo Galilei, Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World 
Systems, trans. Stillman Drake ( ~ e r k e l e y :  Univ. of California P r e s s ,  
1953), p. 455. 
21bid., p. 462. 
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work) did not leave any traces in Galileo's life work--a grotesque illus- 
tration of the fact that creative individuals a re  often not receptive." l 
It has  been noted in Chapter I1 that Galileo was deeply imbued with the 
idea of circular motion for  heavenly bodies and it  may well be that he 
just could not accept Kepler's work. At the same time, however, by 
virtue of the sharpness of his attacks on those with whom he disagreed, 
it seems that Koestler's view contains much validity. Galileo's attack 
on Kepler's concept of tidal causes was sharp, and he spoke in much 
the same way about Tycho de Brahe. At one point in the Dialogue, 
Salviati states: "As f a r  a s  the comets a re  concerned I, for my part,  
care  little whether they a re  generated below o r  above the moon, nor 
have I ever  set much store by Tycho's verbosity. " 2  Kepler had been 
right about tides, and Tycho had been correct concerning comets. 
Indeed, the attitude adopted by Galileo toward his fellow astrcm- 
omers  leads one to believe that he was firmly convinced of his  pre- 
eminence in the field. He was a proud man. In the Dialogue he referred 
to himself a s  the Lincean Academician, and during a discussim, a t  one 
point he had Salviati say: 
The original discoverer and observer of the solar spots (as 
indeed of a11 the other novelties of the skies) was our Linccan 
1 Ibid. ,  - p. xv  orewo word). Z~bid., - p. 52. 
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Academician: he discwered them in 1610, while he was ,still let- 
tu re r  in mathematics at the University of Padua. . . , 1 
One i s  almost led to the belief that when Galilee did take up his 
campaign for Copernicanism, he did it with the fervor of a champion 
crusader convinced that he possessed the strategy, the tactics, and the 
mater ia l  with which to triumph. The metaphor is not exaggerated. He 
had come to  convince his society of what he was convinced was scien- 
tifically true.  It may be added that he waged his campaign for science 
in a most  unscientific manner. 
In 1613 Galileo published his Letters on - Sunspots, which com- s 
r 
mitted him publicly in support of Copernicus* basic idea. However, h is  
let ter  to  Kepler in 1597 showed that he had believed in the heliocentric 
theory for some time, and it is apparent that he was widely h o w n  for ? 
holding this  view even before he made his public statement. The work 
L 
$ 
which f i r s t  brought him farne--the Star Messenger (1610)--was not 5 
-
directly concerned with the heliocentric theory, but since it  displayed 
such astronorn ical novelties a s  Jupiter's satellites and irregularities on 
the surface of the moon, it naturally attracted the disfavor of those ? 
hostile to  any change in the status quo of cosmology. In fact, a leader 
of the oppositim to Galilee, a layman named Ludovico deUe Colombe, 
published in 1610 or 1611 a treatise entitled Against the Motion of -- the 
l~b id . ,  - p. 345. 
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Ear th  in which he attacked Copernicanism and used Scriptural quota t ias  
to disavow the heliocentric notion.1 Although this work did not mention 
Galileo by name, it was obviously directed a t  his astronomy.2 
Galileo obviously had laid some groundwork in preparation for 
h is  aver t  support of Copemicanism. In 16 11, following his telegcopic 
tr iumphs,  he had visited Rome to receive the approbation of leading 
clergy and particularly to search for agreement with the Jesuits of the 
Roman College. In this he was successful. The Jesuits gave him their 
support. Koestler notes of the Jesuit astronomers in Rome, including 
; Father Clavius and Grienberger , that: t 
. . . They not only accepted Galileo's discoveries, but 
improved an his observations, particularly of Saturn and the 
phases of Venus. . . . 
? 
This was of utmost importance. The phases of Venus, confirmed 
by the doyen of Jesuit astronomers, were incontrovertible proof 
that at least that planet revolved round the sun, that the Ptolemaic 5 
system had become untenable, and that the choice now lay between 7 
Copernicus and Brahe. . . . Jesuit astronomers everywhere in 
Europe- -. . .- -began to support the Tychonic system as a half- 
way house to the Copernican. . . . 3 
B d  the move by the Jesuits to Tycho's system was no% partic- 
ularly pleasing to Galileo because he strongly deprecated that system 
which kept the earth in the center. Indeed, In - Il Saggiatore, writing 
S a n t i l l a n a , s . G . ,  p. 14. 2 ~ a y l o r ,  z. &t., p. 75. 
3 ~ o e s t l e r ,  2. fit., pp. 426-427. 
with consummate irony, Galileo said:. 
Then a s  to the Copernican hypothesis, if by the good fortune of 
us  Catholics we had not been freed from e r r o r  and our blindness 
illuminated by the Highest Wisdom, I do not believe that such grace 
and good fortune could have been obtained by means of the reasons 
and observations given by ~ ~ c h o . 1  
Galileo wanted to  go all the way. But, since the Jesuits had held back, 
and in view of the attacks containing Scriptural overtones which the 
Aristotelians had thrown at him, Galileo requested to know Rome's view. 
He asked Cardinal Conti, in 1612, for advice on how to  deal with appar- 
ent Scriptural opposition t o  Copernicanism. The Cardinal advised him 
that there  seemed to be some disagreement between parts of 
Copernicanism and various Biblical passages interpreted literally, but 
that reinterpretation was possible if  the necessity for i t  could be 
prwed.2 This did not, of course, preclude treatment of various astro- 
nomic systems a s  hypotheses. 
By 1613 Galileo apparently believed that he was coming up with 
incontrovertible evidence for Copernicanism. In Letters on -Sunspots, 
with reference to what he thought were moans of Saturn, he stated: 
. . . And perhaps this planet also, no l e s s  than homed Venus, 
harmonizes admirably with the great Copernican system, to the 
' ~ r t h u r  Berry ,  -- A Short History of Astronomy ( N ~ W  York: 
Chas. Scribner's Sons, 1910), p. 161. 
2 ~ e  Santillana, op. cit., pp. 27-28. 
universal revelation of which doctrine propitious breezes a re  now 
seen to be directed toward us, leaving little fear of clouds or  cross- 
winds. 1 
H e  believed particularly that the phases of Venus and the existence of 
spots on the sun were pieces of evidence impossible to  abrogate. It has 
been observed before that the phases of Venus work quite well with 
Tycho's system. The sunspot argument, too, was applicable to either 
a moving sun or  a moving earth.2 
The discovery of the sunspots not only gave Galileo an opening to  
defend the heliocentric theory, but it also involved him, unfortunately, in 
a conflict with a Jesuit astronomer, Father Scheiner of Ingolstadt, over 
the nature of the sunspots and also w e r  priority of discovery. Actually, 
the existence of spots on the sun was reported first  by J. Fabricius of 
Wittenberg and then by Scheiner. Galilea claimed to have discwered 
them f i rs t ,  although he had not published his findings. He was correct 
in pointing cnrt that the spots were actually a part of the sun, in opposi- 
tion to  Scheiner9s belief that they were small ~ l ane t s .3  Galileo used his 
concept of the sunspots as proof not only that the heavens were mutable 
but that the earth revolved around the sun.4 The Jesuits backed Father 
Scheincr, and thus Galileo came into conflict with this 
l ~ r a k e ,  z. gt. ,  p. 144. 2 ~ o e s t l e r ,  9. a, p. 477. 
3 - Ibid., pp. 429-430. e a l i l e o ,  01. c&., pp. 54-58, passim. 
5I3ryant, z. C&, pP. 23-24. 
The next move in defense of Copernicanism was to arouse 
greater hostility. One of Galileo's disciples, Father Castelli, a 
Benedictine Professor of Mathematics, at Pisa, became engaged in a 
dispute with a Peripatetic professor, Dr. Boscaglia, concerning 
Copernicanism. The discussion took place at a dinner at the Grand 
Duke's and engaged the curiosity of the Dowager Grand Duchess 
Christina. Boscaglia intimated to her that Holy Scripture was opposed 
to  the movement of the earth. l Castelli argued in favor of Galileo's 
views. 
The upshot of the story was that Galileo wrote his Letter to  
- -  
Castelli in December, 1613. He expanded this, two years later, into 
the Letter - - -  to  the Grand Duchess Christina. Since the significance of 
these letters i s  more appropriate to a consideratian of the attacks 
which were to  mount against Galileo, treatment of them wil l  be deferred 
to a la ter  chapter. Suffice it to say here that in these letters Galileo 
propounded the view that Holy Scripture can have no argument with 
truths proved from nature. Insofar a s  he defended Copernicanism in 
these letters,  he did it more by omission than by commission. It 
seems that he not only evaded any discussion of the Copernican system 
on i ts  intrinsic merits, but he treated it as  a theory "proven beyond 
doubt ."2 
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F o r  the next few years,  following his Letter to Castelli, Galileo 
-- 
confined himself to verbal skirmishing. He had aroused some 
Dominicans by his opinions on Biblical exegesis. This ultimately led to 
his  denunciation to the Inquisition in 16 15, and, while he himself was 
cleared of any charges against his person, Copernicanism did not f a r e  
a s  well. The work of Copernicus was placed on the Index in 1616, pend- 
ing revision, and Galileo was admonished at least not to hold the 
Copernican theory, albeit he apparently could treat  it a s  an hypothesis. 
Copernicus' Revolutions, having undergone revision, was removed from 
the Index in 1620.1 
Before the ruling by the General Congregation of the Index, 
Galileo apparently had engaged in a mighty lobbying effort in Rome. He 
knew that he was clear personally before the ruling, and on February 6 ,  
1616, he wrote as follows: 
I have terminated the business a s  far  a s  my own person is con- 
cerned; but there i s  a decision which affects al l  those who in the 
last  eighty years  have written about a certain doctrine not unknown 
to Your Excellency; and I owe it to  my canscience to  pravide what 
information I can, deriving from the sciences that I profess. . . . 2 
% 
' ~ r n e s t  R Hull, S. J., Galileo: And -- His Condemnation  ondo don: 
Catholic Truth  Society, 1923), p. 38. Hull points out that Cardinal 
Gaetani made only trivial changes in the book in order to make it a hypo- 
thetical statement. He further argues that the removal of the book f rom 
the Index In 1620 was "a tacit acknowledgment that the condemnation of 
the Pythagorean theory a s  'false and altogether opposed to Scripture' 
was an exaggeration. 9 I 
2 ~ e  Santillana, 9, a t . ,  p. 112. 
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The means by which Galileo went about pleading his cause has  been 
interestingly reported by an observer present in Rome--me Monsignor 
Querengo--who states: 
We have here Sig. Galileo, who, aften, in gatherings of men of 
curious mind, bemuses many concerning the opinion of Copernicus 
that he holds for  true. . . . He discourses often amid fifteen or  
twenty guests who make hot assaults upon him, now in one house, 
now in another. But he is so well buttressed that he laughs them 
off; . . . 1 
Galileo did not convince the authorities that Copernicanism 
was truth, and the result was the creation of a climate unfavorable to 
his  efforts,  although it has been well pointed out that the decree suspend- 
ing the book of Copernicus was not inimical to continued "scientific 
discussion and research."2 Men could treat  of Copernicanism as an 
hypothesis, and Scriptural reinterpretation would await rea l  proof. 
The protagonist decided to bide his time. In 1618 he sent to 
Archduke Leopold of Austria a work outlining his views on the causes 
of tides, which he considered to be a real  proof for Copernicanism. 
He  prefaced this work with an ironically pratedive cover-letter showing 
that he now believed Copernicus to have been wrong.) Also. in 1618. 
occurred an event which was to draw Galileo again into the open arena. 
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This  was the appearance of the three comets of 1618. Mention has pre-  
viously been made of the fact that Father Grassi,  a Jesuit, published a 
work on comets which bothered Galileo because it supported not only 
Tycho9s idea on comets, which was correct,  but also the Tychmic world 
view. Galileo wrote a reply under the name of a student, Guiducci. 
Gras s i  replied t o  this in 1619 in a bitter attack on Galileo and 
Copernicanism. 
Galileo spent several years preparing his answer to  Grassi.  In 
August, 1623, his  old friend and defender, Maffeo Barberini, became 
Pope Urban VILZ. In October of the same year the answer to  Grassi ,  
- 
entitled - I1 Saggiatore , was dedicated to the new pontiff, who thoroughly 
,- 
enjoyed it. The work was very effective in its purpose, although Grass i  
L 
had been quite correct  in some of his views. Taylor states of Il b - 
- P 
. . . The book itself cannot be termed a monument of science, 
for much of what i t  attacks is  true and much of what i t  defends i s  
false; but it i s  a supreme example of l i terary and dialectic skill, 
and a fine defense of the experimental r n e t h ~ d . ~  
Obviously, Galileo, basking in the favor of the Pope, had regained a 
position of strength. USaggiatore was referred to the Inquisition in 
1625, but nothing came of it.3 He had triumphed at  the expense of his 
IDe Santillana, 9. c t . ,  p. 154. z ~ a ~ l o r ,  9.Ct., p. 105. 
3De Santillana,ap. - cit., p. 17 1, n. 12. 
onetime supporters the Jesuits, and it is perhaps no misstatement to 
suggest that Galilee had won the battle which was ultimately to cost him 
the war. 
Once again, a s  he had done ear l ier  in 1612, Galileo prepared 
the groundwork fo r  a new defense. With the urgings of his friends and 
by an expressed desire of Pope Urban, himself, to see him, he went to  
Rome in 1624. He had several long audiences with the Pope. Galileo 
hoped for  explicit repudiation of the decree of 1616, but this was not 
forthcoming. The Pope informed him that he had defended him in 1616, 
but that the decree had been necessary, and that if Galileo wanted to 
t reat  of the systems of astronomy as  hypotheses he certainly could do 
so. He further told Galileo that the ebb and flow of the tides, in his 
opinion, could not be incontrovertible evidence in favor of the earth's 
motion. He also requested that Galileo stay out of theology.l 
Galileo left R m e  believing that the way was clear to write the 
Dialogue on - - -  the Two Greatest Systems. Before he began it, however, 
he wrote a Letter to hgol i ,  in 1625, in which "he took a resolutely 
Copernican stand. " 2  hgol i  had attacked the Copernican view in 16 16, 
and thie answer by Galileo appears to be a vehicle for testing the 
climate. ~t was circulated in letter form,  =published, and read by the 
l b id . ,  - pp. 164- 165. 2~bid.,  - p. 172. 
Pope. No objection was heard; Galileo became settled in his determina- 
tion to  convince the world that Copernicus had been correct. 
There were delays in writing, followed by delays in publication. 
By the end of 1629 the book had been completed; in early 1632 it was 
published. It was written in Italian and included a letter of dedication 
to Tuscany's Grand Duke Ferdinand II, and a preface to the reader which 
purported to indicate the author's agreement with the decree of 16 16. 
The Dialogue c w e r s  four days of conversation among three 
speakers: Salviati, Sagredo, and Simplicius. Salviati speaks for Galileo 
in defense of Gopernicanism. Sagredo is a man of intellect who is most 
willing to  be persuaded of Salviati's wisdom. Simplicius is the defender 
of Aristotelian and Ptolemaic views. He presents the Peripatetic argu- 
ments throughout the work and quite obviously suffers from the joint 
attacks of Salviati and Sagredo. The work i s  nat very often technical 
and follows no close line of development. The following passage from 
Butterfield is quite descriptive, in a general way, both of the book's 
contents and its purpose. He states of the Dialogue: 
This book traversed the whole range of anti-Aristotelian argu- 
ment, not merely in the realm of astronomy, but in the field of 
mechanics, an though seeking to codify the entire case against the 
adherents of the ancient system. It stands a s  a testimony to the 
fact that it was vain to attack the Aristotelian teaching merely at  
a single point--. . . What was needed was a large-scale change 
of design- -the substitution of one highly dovetailed system for 
another--and in a sense it appeared to be the case that the whole 
Aristotelian synthesis had to be overturned at once. And that is 
Galileo i s  so important; for ,  at the strategic moment, he took 
the lead in a policy of simultaneous attack on the whole front. 1 
And de Santillana gives an intriguing critique of the work when 
he states of it: 
It i s  Socratic in a novel way. The argument starts  with a frontal 
attack on the science of the professors but soon is  deep in the 
physical realities shown to us by the surface of the Moon. . . . It 
moves on in a leisurely manner from one question into another, 
taking pot shots at casual objectives until we are  far off the track, 
picks up with a "Where were we?" and comes back for a while to 
playing cat-and-mouse with Sirnplicio a s  a butt, . . . Meanwhile 
the web of proof is being woven unobtrusively, until after a while 
the reader asks himself what kind of people could be blind to the 
evidence; what other opinion could be held except the Copernican? 2 
Certainly, from even the most cursory examination of the work, one is 
led to believe that Galileo hardly meant to maintain an impartial view 
between two hypotheses --Ptolemaic and Copernican- -or,  in m o d e m  
t e rms ,  to give equal time to opposing views. Copernicanism is advo- 
cated in such generous terms that it takes on the veil of veritas while 
the geocentric view is covered with a tattered cloak of obloquy. 
There a re ,  throughout the Dialogue, many quotable passages 
which are  indicative at once of the author's style, the wide range of 
subject matter he covered, and the depth of his belief in Copernicanism. 
 or instance, on the second day Salviati, upholding the mobility of the 
earth against Simpliciu., finds an opportunity to ridicule the Peripatetics 
l~u t t e r f i e ld ,  op. cit., P. 68. 2De Santillana,op.&., p. 176. 
and at  the same time make a plea for experimental science. He states: 
. . . I see that you have hitherto been one of that herd who in 
order to learn how matters such as  this take place, and in order to  
acquire a knowledge of natural effects, do not betake themselves 
to ships or crossbows or cannons, bat retire into their studies and 
glance through an index and a table af contents to see whether 
Aristotle has said anything about them; and, being assured of the 
true sense of his text, consider that nothing else can be known. l 
Or,  again, Salviati makes it quite clear to Sirnplicius that he i s  present- 
ing a "true" system of the universe. Unequivocally, he states: "It is 
true that the Copernican system creates disturbances in the Aristotelian 
universe, but we are  dealing with our own real and actual universe ."2 
On the third day, after Salviati had been speaking of how the 
telescope enabled astronomers to fill in blank spots left by Copernicus, 
and almost as though he were  carried away by the weight of the evi- 
dence being amassed, Sagredo exclaims: "0 Nicholas Copernicus, 
what a pleasure it would have been for y m  to see this part of your sys- 
tem confirmed by so clear an experiment."3 
Unfortunately, the weight of the evidence was not what its author 
conceived it to be. During the first three days of the discussions he had 
dealt with a variety of Aristotelian concepts such as  the non- 
corruptibility of the area beyond the earth, and he had discussed circular 
motion as being amenable to the earth. During the second day he dealt 
with the different motions of the earth and motion in general among a 
variety of topics. On the third day he included arguments about the sun 
spots and the rotation of the sun on its axis. He demonstrated how 
apparent planetary retrogressions are  more simply explained under the 
Copernican view. On the fourth day entered the argument which had, 
by this t ime, become for Galileo the cornerstone of proof for the mobil- 
ity of the earth, and this was his idea that the ebb and flow of the tides 
could only be explained by having an earth which had both a daily and 
an annual motion. 1 
Galileo was so much smitten with this concept that he apparently 
had planned to  entitle his work the Dialogue on the Flux and Reflux  - of 
the ~ i d e s . 2  H e  pointed out that different parts  of the earth were moving 
-- 
at different speeds a t  different times. When a point on the earth was, 
in its daily motion, away from the sun it would be farther from the 
center of the orbit and thus moving at a faster orbital speed. This speed 
plus the speed of rotation would, Galileo believed, cause the land at that 
to ahead of the water and, conversely, on the other side of the 
earth, the water would be gaining on the slower-mwing land. Koestler 
pointa out that the obvious e r ror  in this reasonhg is ". . that he 
l~b id . ,  - pp. 416-417. Z ~ o e s t l e r ,  01. cx.,  p. 466. 
r e f e r s  the motion of the water to the earth's axis, b d  the motion of the 
land to  the fixed stars."' It has already been observed that Kepler had 
had the correct  idea of the tides being influenced by the moon, but 
Galileo would have none of that. 
Previously, the point has been made that Galileo lacked physical, 
concrete evidence. The phases of Venus, the sun spots, and planetary 
retrogressions could be explained by systems other than that of 
Copernicus, but Galileo believed not. On the fourth day of the Dialogue, 
near  the end, Sagredo speaks: 
In the conversations of these four days we have, then, strong 
evidence in favor of the Copernican system, among which three 
have been shown to be very convincing--those taken from the 
stoppings and retrograde motions of the planets, and their 
approaches toward and recessions from the earth; second, from 
the revolution of the sun upon itself, and from what is to be 
observed in the sun spots; and third, from the ebbing and flowing 
of the ocean tides.2 
Galileo's book was a s  variously received in his day a s  it is in 
ours ,  particularly with reference to his ideas on tidal causes. Taylor 
says of this  argument: ". . . This fourth day is Galileo's least happy 
=,fort. We must  either suppose that he completed this last  section in 
haste or that he was overkhd to his own mental Albert 
l ~ b i d . ,  - p. 465. 2 ~ a l i l e 0 ,  9. kt., p. 462. 
) ~ a ~ l o r ,  02. cx., p. 141. 
Einstein and Koestler expressed views which in one way a re  quite simi- 
l a r  and may reflect  a flaw in Galileo's character. Einstein says: 
It was  Galileo's longing for a mechanical proof of the motion of 
the ear th  which misled him into formulating a wrong theory of the 
tides. The fascinating arguments in the last conversation would 
hardly have been accepted a s  proofs by Galileo, had his temperament 
not got the better of him, . . . 1 
Koestler believes: 
This, I suggest, explains how the delusion about the tides could 
gain such power w e r  his mind. He had improvised this secret  
weapon in a moment of despair; one would have expected that once 
he reverted to a normal frame of mind, he would have realized its 
fallacy and shelved it. Instead, it became an idee'fixe, . . . 
-- 
2 
Butterfield summarizes Galileo's arguments interestingly when 
he states: 
At the end of everything Galileo failed to clinch his argument-- 
he did not exactly prove the rotation of the earth--and in the result- 
ing situation a reader could either adopt his  whole way of looking 
a t  things o r  could reject it in toto--it was a question of entering 
into the whole realm of thought into which he had transposed the 
question.3 
One might add here  that, from this distance, it seems unfair to belittle 
those (the great  majority) who were unable to  give up a world view over 
night, particularly on the basis of incomplete evidence. 
But Galileo had laid his system on the line. At the end of the 
Dialogue he made a lame attempt to come back in under the cover of 
l ~ a l i l e o .  %. - cit., p. xvii  orewo word). 
hypothesis. He had Simplicius give an argument containing a concept 
which Pope Urban VIU had suggested to him. Simplicius says: 
A s  to the discourses we have held, and especially this last  one 
concerning the reasons for the ebbing and flowing of the ocean, I 
am really not entirely convinced; . . . I do not therefore con- 
sider them true and conclusive; indeed, keeping always before my 
mind's eye a most solid doctrine that I once heard from a most 
eminent and learned person, . . . , I know that if asked whether 
God in His infinite power and wisdom could have conferred upan 
the watery element i t s  observed reciprocating motion using some 
other means than moving its containing vessels, both of you would 
reply that He could have, and that He would have known how to do 
this  in  many ways which a re  unthinkable to our minds. . . . 1 
To all  of which Salviati replies, "An admirable and angelic 
doctrine, . . ."2 The Dialogue draws to a close on this sumewhat 
insincere note, but m e  must submit that Galileo had stated his case and 
drawn his l as t  pen in the defense before these last paragraphs were 





The Dialogue was published in February, 1632. On June 2 2 ,  
1633, in Rome, Galilee knelt before the Inquisitors and repeated a for- 
mula of abjuration. What he said in part is a s  follows: 
. . I have been pronounced by the Holy Office to be vehe- 
mently suspected of heresy, that is to say, of having held and 
believed that the Sun is the center of the world and immovable and 
that the Ear th  is not the center and moves: 
Therefore, desiring to remove from the minds of your 
Eminences, and of all  faithful Christians, this vehement suspicion 
justly conceived against me, with sincere heart and unfeigned faith 
I abjure, curse,  and detest the aforesaid e r r o r s  and heresies. . . 
The "whys" of this occurrence a r e  the crux of a question that 
has long belabored historians and has equally long been belabored by 
them. It has been suggested throughout this  work that there is  no one 
single, simple answer. It has been intimated that the whys a r e  made up 
of many par ts ,  of which religious fundamentalism might very well prove 
to be of minor Importance. Now to collect the factors which operated 
to  bring the work of Galileo to  its unhappy terminus one must return to  
the time when his entrance on the stage began t o  have i ts  effect. 
~h~ first opposition to Galileo and his defense of anti- 
Ari&ottlian science came from academic quarters. A problem of dif- 
1 ~ e  Santillana, z. - tit., P. 312.  
ferentiatiOn quickly becomes apparent here because some of the reli- 
gious orders  of the Church were leaders in the field of education. In the 
Protestant world, also, the clergyman was often, in effect, the "wise 
man of the village." One recalls that long before any opposition to  
Copernicanism appeared in the Catholic Church, the leaders of 
Protestantism--Luther, Calvin and Melanchthan--had stoutly opposed 
the work of the Catholic Copernicus on religious bases. Later ,  the same 
type of opposition appeared among some of the Catholic clergy. E. R. 
Hull has  made the interesting observation that the Prote starrt Kepler 
and the Catholic Galileo were both called before "theological tribunals" 
of their  respective churches and condemned for heresy in connectian 
with their defending Copernican beliefs. Kepler was censured by the 
Protestant  Theological Faculty of Tuebingen in 1596 for trying to demon- 
s t ra te  the t ruth  of ~ o ~ e r n i c a n i s m .  l One might wonder, parenthetically, 
why history has  failed to use Kepler's case a s  an example of "Church 
versus  Science. " Howbeit, Hull has given an interesting demonstration 
that the Proteetant and Catholic theologians alike, in this period, were 
pafiicularly watchful that no one tamper with what they believed were 
the correct  interpretations of ~ c r i ~ t u r e . 2  This factor is cer tak ly  essen- 
t ial  to the understanding of the Galilee issue- 
l ~ u l l ,  =. - cit., pp. 90-91. Zmd., pp. 85 f f .  
However when one reads of Jesuit or  Dominican opposition to 
Or Copernicanism, the question ar ises  whether the opposition 
arose  from academic grounds or from theological bases. This separa- 
tion must  be made; there is an essential difference For  instance, if 
some of the clergy ultimately differed from Galileo because they 
believed he was in conflict with Scripture, that is one thing. But, if some 
of the clergy, who were opposed to his scientific and philosophic reason- 
ing, argued against him a s  scientists and philosophers--not a s  theolo- 
gians--that is quite another story. It has been mentioned before that 
Galileo twice came into conflict with individual Jesuit astronomers: once 
with Scheiner on the sunspot question; once with Grassi  on the comet 
question. Now, on these occasions it was not clergy against Galileo o r  
vice versa .  There  was evident a real  opposition of academic views. 
That there should have been lay and academic opposition to any- 
thing other than a geocentric astronomy is readily understandable. On 
observing the sun in the morning and in the evening, one would say that 
it r i s e s  and sets--not that the earth moves so that a centrally located 
sun cas ts  its raye now on one part of the earth, now on another. 1 ~e 
IKuhn, o-, p. 38. The author points out that modern hand- 
books of navigation and surveying are likely to state: "For present Pur- 
poses w e  =hall a s s m e  that the earth is a small stationary sphere whose 
center  coincides with that of a much larger rotating stellar sphere-' '  
Santillana states in this regard: 
The reader may feel that we are more intelligent about 
these things, b d  it is  largely an optical illusion. Our statesmen 
a re  legal minds too 
. . and they too would be somewhat baffled, 
even today, by Galilee's proof S. If it had not been indoctrinated 
into them that the irresistible black magic that stems from those 
ancient proofs has been able to deliver the conveniences of modern 
life and one -hundred-billion-dollar budgets, they would not stand 
in awe whenever the word "science" is  spoken. In those times 
even such a sensitive and adventurous mind a s  John Donne, in 
Ignatius - His Conclave, had wanted Copernicus haled before the 
Judge of Hell . . . as one of those "innovators" who had upset 
the world. . . . 1 
Galileo himself was wont to refer to his opposition in the aca- 
demic world in terms which leave little doubt about the depth of feeling 
in the matter. In a letter to Kepler, in 1610, he said: "My dear Kepler, 
what would you say of the learned here, who, replete with the pertinac- 
ity of the asp, have steadfastly refused to cast a glance through the 
telescope ? "2 During the same period, Galileo also wrote to Vinta, the 
Grand Duke's secretary, noting the importance of Kepler's approval 
of his - Star Messenger. In addition, pointing out that Kepler's reception 
of his findings was much more favorable than some of the receptions 
in Italy, he said, ". . . you may believe that this i s  the way leading 
men of letters in Italy would have spoken from the b e g k i n g  if I had 
been in Germany or somewhere far  away- m U 3  
1~~ Santillana, 9. cit., P. 95 -  2hid-, - P- 9- 
3 ~ r a k c ,  2. &, P- 60. 
The academic opposition to Galileo arose quickly after he had 
written the &-r Messenger in 1610. Magini, the leading astronomer at 
Bologna, took a stand opposing Galileo's discoveries; and his assistant, 
Martin Horky, wrote the Refutation - - -  of the Star Messenger, in which he 
argued that what was seen through the telescope was just so much opti- 
cal il1usion.l Some of the academicians, including the philosopher, 
Cremonini, at Padua, refused to look through the telescope .2 Koestler 
emphasizes that these opponents of Galileo were not necessarily 
"stupid." He observes that Galileo's telescope was a rather crude 
instrument, and he states further: 
. . . The whole controversy about optical illusions, haloes, 
reflections from luminous clouds, and about the unreliability of 
testimonies, inevitably reminds one of a similar controversy 
three hundred years later: the flying saucers. Here, too, 
emotion and prejudice combined with technical difficulties against 
clear-cut conclusions. . . . 3 
Lodovico delle Colombe, who had written a treatise, Against the - 
Motion of the Earth, in 1610 or 161 1, was a leader of some of the more 
vociferous academic opponents of Galileo. Of this opposition it has been 
said: 
The "conspiracy" of which Galileo so often speaks is not imagined. 
It called itself a "League." There were several men in the outfield, 
engaged in more o r  l ess  concerted action, like Boscaglia, Coresio, 
and D'Elci in Pisa ,  the astronomer Magini in Bologna, Grazia and 
the Archbishop in Florence, and a number of nameless Dominicans 
in Rome. But the aggressive leadership belonged to  the Lorini- 
Caccini- Colombe triumvirate. , . 1 
Lorini  and Caccini were Dominicans. Dr. Boscaglia was the man whose 
arguments prompted the Letter to Castelli (supra p. 62). D'Elci headed 
the  University of Pisa ,  and one of his actions in regard to Galileo's 
protege, Castelli, is most interesting. D'Elci would not alluw this 
Benedictine monk to teach the motion of the earth.2 Here one sees an 
Aristotelian forbidding a monk imbued with Copernicanism from teaching 
h i s  belief. D'Elci would hardly have justified this action to Castelli on 
religious grounds. This incident serves to illustrate the view that much 
of the opposition to Galileo's defense of Copernicanism came from sour-  
ce s  other than that of religious fundamentalism. One must also note 
from this  that the members of the religious orders can hardly be lumped 
together to  form a unit of opposition to the advancement of science. 
However, it i s  noteworthy that some of the academic opposition 
to Galileo actually formed an organization. Galileo and his friends 
re fe r red  to the group as the "pigeon-league." since the leader's name, 
delle Colombe, meant dove.3 F. Sherwood Taylor points out that the 
l ~ e  Santillana. 9. &, P. 40- 
c o n t r o v e r s ~  between Galilee and this group steadily worsened with the 
publication by Galilee of his discourse on objects floating in water. ~h~ 
repl ies  t o  this work made by delle Colombe and several of his cohorts 
strongly attacked Galileo's anti-Aristotelian views. 1 
The mention, by de Santillana, of the 'bLorini-Caccini-~olombe 
t r iumvirate" suggests the tie-up that was to occur between some of the 
academic opposition and some of the monks who raised a cry  that the 
Scriptures were in danger. But before this question is entertained, one 
mus t  take note of that opposition to Copernicanism which did not have 
any relation t o  religious questions. Butterfield, speaking of the opposi- 
tion to  Copernicanism in the time of Galileo, says, "The religious 
obstruction could hardly have mattered, however, if it had not been sup- 
ported partly by scientific reasons and partly by the conservatism of the 
scientists  themselves. . . . * ' 2  And, with reference to post-Galilean 
science, Butterfield states: 
Aristotelian physics were clearly breaking down, and the 
Ptolcmaic system was split from top to bottom. But not till the 
t ime of Newton did the satisfactory alternative system appear; 
and though the more modern of the scientists tended to believe in 
the mwement  of the earth from this time, the general tendency from 
about 1630 seems to have been to adopt the compromise system of 
T ~ ~ - , ~  Brahe. 1672 a writer could say that the student of the heav- 
ens had four different world-systems from which to choose- - 
l ~ a ~ l o r ,  9.&, p. 81. 
3 1 ~ . ,  p. 71. 
ZButterfield, OJ. - cit., p. 58. 
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This same author points out that the scientist Robert Boyle (1627- 1691) 
thought of the Tychonic, Ptolemaic and Copernican systems as  rivals 
among which it was impossible to decide.1 
Dampier, speaking of the general opposition to Copernicanism, 
states: 
. . . Intellectual revolutionaries like Giordano Bruno, heretic 
both to Rome and Geneva, might accept Copernican views, but more 
cautious philosophers held aloof. . . . 
Those responsible, according to the customs of the time, for 
the intellectual and spiritual welfare of Europe quite rightly paused 
before they accepted an astronomical system which upset their own 
deepest convictions, and, a s  they held, might imperil the immortal 
souls of those committed to their charge. . . . 2 
In addition, Wightman says, "It is important to note that the Church had 
the support of a considerable body of 'scientific opinion' . . . $93 
The above quotations all contain a similar suggestion. That is 
simply that the heliocentric theory was just too much to be accepted 
overnight--particularly in view of the lack of incontrovertible evidence 
for its truth. It is  obvious that there was opposition to it before, during, 
and long after Galilee's time from men who were not at all concerned 
with how Galileo might be interfering with Scriptural interpretation. A 
good case in point i s  Sir Francis Bacon, whose opposition to 
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~ o ~ e r n i c a n i s m  would hardly have sprung from any fear that the Roman 
Church was in danger. The same would hold for Robert Boyle. N m ,  
on this  basis ,  it seems rather unreasonable to suggest that the only 
reason the authorities within the Church had for censuring Galileo was 
thei r  f ea r  that he was challenging their authority. Even if one granted 
that they knew nothing of the scientific reasoning of Galileo (which need 
not be granted in light of the evidence that there were several Cardinals 
and a t  leas t  one Pope, Urban VILI, who had praised Galileo's works), why 
should they have been expected to give specific endorsement to a con- 
cept which was not even accepted by certain leading scientists a century 
after  Galileo's t ime?  One must remember in this connection that 
Galileo urgently wanted endorsement from high Church authorities. He 
did not want his  ideas to remain in the realm of hypotheses; he wanted 
the Catholic leaders to  support those views of which he was so  firmly 
convinced himself.  Church leaders saw no reason to do this; neither 
did most  of the academic world. 
The concept of solid, academic opposition to a change in the 
picture of the universe furnishes a very necessary background for a l l  
the opposition. With this in mind, it is now feasible to pick up the thread 
of the story of how some academicians and clergymen joined forces to 
fight Galileo by using Scriptural quotations against him, and to  bring 
COpernicanism to  the attention of the Inquisition. It has already been 
mentioned that delle Colombe had raised Scriptural objections to 
Copernicanism a s  early a s  1610 or 161 1, and that Galileo had written 
for  reassurance on this point to Cardinal Conti in 1612 (supra p. 60). 
Obviously, some of Galilee's academic opponents felt that the only way 
they could stop his arguments was to fall back on Scripture. De 
Santillana gives an interesting portrayal af why this was done, when he 
states:  
. . . Galileo soon realized that the learned coalition, embittered 
by the feats  of this slight "optical reed" e.e., his telescopg which 
threatened to undo whole libraries of ponderous folios, patrimonies 
of vested intellectual interests--and the very a r t  of academic dispu- 
tation which brought them their stipends--was ready to hurl  Holy 
Scripture itself a t  him. This was, in the academic custom of the 
time, a distinctly unfair means of attack. . . . 1 
There  has been considerable comment about the effect that Galileo's 
writing in Italian, instead of in Latin, had on the reception of his work. 
It has  been variously argued that the authorities were upset by the pub- 
lishing in Italian because they felt that this threw open to a larger read- 
ing group questions which would only upset and disturb them. De 
Santillana questions this when he states: 
Thus, it wgs not at all a question of the tranquillity of the masses. 
It wae well understood on all  sides that Galileo was not writing fo r  
the masses .  He was  writing in literary style upon philosophical 
subjects for  the open ruling class, which included prelates, princes, 
gentlemen, and men of business; and this could not but threaten the 
caste privileges of the average literati. . . . 2 
' ~ e  Santillana, op. &. J P- 13. 
If ~ a l i l e o ' s  writing in Italian antagonized anyone, it  would have been the 
academicians. 
One of the unfortunate results of the attacks made against 
Galilee's works On Scriptural grounds was that Galileo accepted the 
challenge to enter  the sacristy. It has been said: 
. . . The master-plan, conceived apparently by Lodwico delle 
Colombe in the interests of the academic group, was simple but 
effective: Have the f r i a r s  create a scandal and uproar centered 
around the person of Galileo and thus compel the Roman authori- 
t i es  . . . to  take for reasuns of public order the measures that 
they seemed reluctant to take on grounds df theory. The name of 
"provocatsur" had not been invented yet, but the dodge was a s  old 
a s  the world.1 
That something like this took place is well documented. 
In 1613, a Dominican at Florence, Father Lorini, made some 
unkind r emarks  about Copernicanism and Galileo. Galileo requested 
I 
and received an apology. Then, in December, 1613, Galileo wrote his 
Let ter  to  Castelli as a result of the argument w e r  Scriptural interpre- i 
--
tation in regard t o  Copernicanism that had taken place between Castelli 
and Boscagliia. This letter caused considerable uproar among some of 
the Dominicans. Almost a year after the Letter KCas teUi  was written, 
Father Caccini, another Dominican, preached a sermon on December 20, 
16 14, in which he severely criticized Copernicanism. He took a s  his 
text for  the sermon the following: "Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye 
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gazing up into the heaven? "l Of this incident, F. S. Taylor bas written: 
. . . Galilee complained to the superior of the Dominican 
Order, Luigi Maraffi, who replied that he was disgusted with the 
behavior of Caccini and was sorry that he had to be involved in 
al l  the bestialita which could be and had been committed by the 
thirty or forty thousand monks of his order.2 
One notes, in this incident, a point which recurs again and 
again in the Galileo issue, and that is  that when he was being attacked 
by the clergy the attacks usually came fram the lower levels with 
neither the instigation nor approval of the higher echelon. Indeed, it 
was among the leaders of the clergy that Galileo found his strongest 
supporters. The Caccini-Maraffi incident did not end with the apology 
of Maraffi to Galileo. The -- Letter to Castelli furnished too good an 
opening for the opposition. On February 7, 1615, Father Lorini sent 
a copy of it to  Cardinal Sfcmdrati af the Inquisition. 
The Letter to Castelli and the Letter to the Grand Duchess 
--
Christina have received high commendation from some biographers of 
Galileo. Of the one to Castelli, F. Shemood Taylor said, "The letter is 
exceedingly good sense, and in fact contains the modern Catholic doc- 
trine as to the relations of science and the ~ c r i ~ t u r e s . " ~  De Santillana 
speaks in even stronger terms when he says: "The views concerning 
the interpretation of Scripture contained in Galilee's theological letters 
have become the official doctrine of the Church since Leo xmgS encyc - 
l ical  Providentissimus Deus of 1893. . "l A similar view has 
a lso been adopted by the Jesuit authority, E. R. 1-1~11, who states: 
". . . Galilee wrote a letter to Castelli maintaining the view expressed 
in recent yea r s  by Leo XIII . . . , ,2 
What Galileo had done in these letters was to outline the view 
that there  were unquestionably passages in the Bible which were not 
meant to be under stood literally, particularly when the literal meaning 
was clearly contradicted by demonstrations from the physical world. 
In this  he was c o r r e d .  However, the recent work by Koestler casts  
serious doubts on the position that Galileo was propounding the c o r r e d  
view of Biblical exegesis. He maintains that Galileo overstepped him- 
self and introduced a "sleight of hand" procedure in these letters which 
heretofore has not been noticed. He states: 
. . . Galilee draws a distinction between scientific propositions 
which a r e  "soundly demonstrated" (i.e. ~ r o v e n )  and others which 
a r e  "merely stated", If propositions of the first kind contradict 
the apparent meaning of passages in the Bible, then, according to 
theo lo~ ica l  practice, the meaning of these passages must be rein- 
terpreted--as  was done, for instance, with regard to the spherical 
shape of the earth. So fa r  he has stated the attitude of the Church 
correctly; but he continues: "And a s  to the propositions which a re  
l ~eSant i l l ana ,= .&t . ,p .98 .  2 ~ u l l , ~ - S ! ! t - ~ P - 2 7 -  
stated but not rigorously demonstrated, anything contrary to the 
Bible involved by them must be held undoubtedly false and should 
be proved so  by every possible means." 
Now this  was demonstrably not the attitude af the Church. 
"Propositions which a re  stated but not rigorously demonstrated," 
such a s  the Copernican system itself, were not condemned out- 
--- -
right if they seemed to contradict Holy Scripture; they were 
mere ly  relegated to  the rank of "working hypotheses" . . . 1 
According to  Koestler,  what Galileo did in his letters was to create an 
"artificial black-or-white alternative ," leaving no room for any hypo- 
theses  which would neither be approved nor condemned. In addition, 
Galileo fur ther  said that if a physical proposition were to be condemned 
it would have to  be disproved by those judging it--it would not have to 
be "rigorously demonstrated" by those believing it. As Koestler 
points out, th is  puts the responsibility for proving whether Copemicanism 
was right o r  wrong entirely on the the0lo~ians.2 
The nature of the reaction by some of the clergy to this incur- 
sion into the sacr is ty  by Galileo i s  apparent from the f a d  that some 
Dominicans in Florence referred the Letter t_o Castelli to the 
Inquisition, Obviously, some of the clergy were seriously disturbed, 
and, equally obviously, some of them were altogether unaware the 
background of the issue,  It has been reported, a s  a case in p i n t ,  that 
lKoestler,  9. a t . ,  p. 436. Z~bid., - pp. 436-437. 
the Bishop of Fie not knowing that CopernicuS had long since died, 
wished t o  have him jai1ed.l 
The COW of the Letter to Castelli which was sent in by ~ o r i ~ i  
was examined by the Holy Office. They found some words and phrases 
which they considered not to be very good, but they could see no serious 
objection t o  the le t ter ,  and, a s  Koestler says, "The case was dismissed."2 
However, these theological letters by Galileo were to have a long-term 
effect which was detrimental to his cause. 
Galileo had sent a copy of his Letter - to Castelli to his friend, 
Monsignor Dini, in Rome. He knew that the authorities were aware of 
the uproar he had created, and there is  considerable evidence that h is  
fr iends in Rome hastened to  warn him to stay out of theology, even 
though, a s  far a s  the Inquisition was concerned, the Letter to Castelli 
-- 
had come to naught. In February of 16 15, Ciampoli wrote that Cardinal 
Maffeo Barberini  wished Galileo would use more caution and leave 
t h e o l o ~ y  to  the theologians.3 In early March, Dini wrote that cardinal  
Bella-ine had suggested treating Copernicanism a s  a h~Pothesis--but 
not to t r y  t o  force  Biblical reinterpretation. Dini, himself, suggested 
that Galilee stay away from theology.* C i a m ~ o l i  later passed on 
'Ibid., - p. 439. 21bid., - p. 441. 
b i d . ,  - p. 445. 41bid., - p. 446. 
f rom the Cardinals Bellarmine and del M a t e  that Galilee had nothing to 
f e a r  as long as he with physics and mathematics.l The head of 
the Lincei, Prince Cesi, had also advised Galilee not to interfere with 
the work of theologians .2 
This list of people who were offering advice to Galilee gives 
one considerable food for  thought. Here was an array of some of the 
leading clergy and laymen in Rome who were very much concerned with 
Galileo's well-being. They recognized his outstanding abilities and they 
had given him their  support. What they were saying, in effect, was that 
they were on h i s  side, but that he should not force them into a position 
f rom which they could not defend him. They were leaders in a R o m e  
which was very  much aware of what the Protestant revolt had done con- 
cerning modes of Biblical interpretation. They asked Galileo to  stay 
out of theology; to stay with science, and in this way he would remain 
a r e s p c d e d  member  of their circle--to the mutual benefit of all  con- 
cerned. Galilea either failed to understand their point of view, or  else 
he was convinced of the invincibility of his ~ r g ~ m e n t s .  In any event, he 
did not heed the warnings from Rome, and, a s  shall become clear# he, 
unwittingly with some of his joint cleric-academic o ~ ~ ~ n e n t s ~  forced 
these influential fr iends into the position of having to pass judgment On 
a scientific issue. 
lIbid. - Z ~ r a k e ,  3. cit., P. 154. 
- 
F o r  one recalls that Copernitanism did seem to  be at variance 
with some Passages of the Bible. h his Letter to Castelli, Galilee had 
- 
stated the position that the findings of science had to be either approved 
or  denied, and that Biblical interpretation had to be either changed o r  
kept the same in those instances where there seemed to be disagree- 
ment between the Bible and findings from nature. GalileoVs friends in 
the clergy did not want to have to make this choice 1 --they asked him n& 
to  force the issue. 
Galileo's opponents, having failed to get results with the Letter  
t o  Castelli, in March, 1615, carried their case forward. Father 
-
Caccini appeared in Rome to call to the attention of the Holy Office 
charges that Galileo was spreading heresy. There is good evidence of 
a working relationship between Caccini and delle Colambe, who master-  
minded the plot.2 Cacchi  offered a s  corroborating witnesses a Father 
Ximenes and a Father Atavanti. Father Ximenes was not located until 
November, 1615. The testimony he and Atavanti then offered was so 
out of j o h t  with Caccini's that the charges against Galilee Were 
dropped without h i s  ever having been called inm3 
It has  been the contention of some authorities that the 
Inquisitim, elthough it  threw out Caccini'S denunciation, continued to 
l ~ r a k e ,  02. cit., - p. 217. 2De Santillana, op. - cit., p. 40. 
3 ~ o e s t l e r ,  9. a, p. 442- 
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fe r re t  into Copernicanism until it came up with a decree against it in 
1616. It seems very probable and most likely, however, that the issue 
would have died in 1615 except that Galileo decided to enter the scene.1 
He did so, not only against the advice from his friends in Rome, 
already mentioned above, but also in the face of a specific suggestion 
from Robert Cardinal Bellannine that, since there was no incontrovert- 
ible evidence for Copernicanism, the theologians were not ready to rein- 
terpret  Scripture. Scientists were asked to treat of it as  a hypothesis 
until there was   roof .2 
Cardinal Bellarmine, eminent theologian, leader of the Jesuits, 
and Consultor of the Holy Office, was certainly in a position which 
warranted one's heeding what he had to say. He was aware that 
Copernicanism had been about for a long time. He had been one of the 
judges in the t r ia l  of Giordano Bruno. Indeed, the f a d  that he had par - 
ticipated in Bruno's tr ial  is substantial evidence for the argument that 
there is no relationship between the cases of Bruno and Galileo. For 
if Bellarmine had found against Bruno in 1600 because he was a 
Copernican, then he would have done the same in Galileo's case. In 
point of fact, he bent over backwards to deal leniently with Galileo. 
In 16 15, one Father Foscarini had written in defense of 
Copemicanism. H e  had sent a copy of his work to Bellarmine. 
Z~oes t le r ,  op. g t . ,  pp. 448-449. 
Bellarmine answered with a letter, which referred to Galileo and was 
meant fo r  him a s  well a s  for  Foscarini. The Cardinal set the tone of 
the position Church authorities wanted to take on the issue. Several pas - 
sages f rom the lktter a r e  highly illuminating in this regard. At one 
point, Bellarmine stated: 
. . . For  t o  say that assuming the earth m w e s  and the sun 
stands still saves all the appearances better than eccentrics and 
epicyles is to speak well. . . . But to wish to affirm that the sun 
is really fixed in the center of the heavens . . . and that the 
ear th  i s  situated in the third sphere and revolves very swiftly 
around the sun, is a very dangerous thing, nut only by irritating 
a l l  the theologians and scholastic philosophers, but also by injuring 
our holy faith and making the sacred Scripture false. , . . 1 
In other words, to speak Copernicanism in a hypothetical sense is to  
"speak well." Bellarmine further stated: 
. . . if there were a true demonstration that the sun was in 
the center of the universe and the earth in the third sphere, and 
that the sun did not go around the earth but the earth went around 
the sun, then i t  would be necessary to use careful consideration 
in explaining the Scriptures that seemed contrary . . . But I do 
not think there  is any such demonstration, since none has been 
shown to  me. . . . 2 
Galileo ar t ived in Rome in December, 1615, uninvited, and, in 
fact ,  warned sufficiently that his presence might aggravate an uneasy 
situation.3 But he thought he had the proof that was needed, and, a s  has 
been reported above, he engaged in a mighty lobbying effort for  his  cause. 
 rake, op. ccit.. p. 163. 2 ~ i d . ,  pp. 163-164. - 
9 3 
The man in the best possible position to see all aspects of the 
struggle in  which Galilee was involved was Cardinal Bellarmhe. He it 
was who had advised Dini in 1615 that he did not think the work of 
Copernicus would be prohibited, and that Galileo could certainly t reat  
the subject as a hypothesis. This state of affairs could have existed 
indefinitely, but Galileo's actions in Rome brought the whole matter to 
the attention of Pope Paul V. He has been described as  being rather 
unfriendly t o  the "liberal arts" and somewhat impatient with any contro- 
v e r  s y  of the type Gopernicanism aroused. l 
The Cardinals who had shown their friendship for Galileo were 
trying to hold the issue in abeyance; they would not bring it  to the Pope's 
attention. Galileo turned from them and prevailed upon Cardinal Orsini, 
"a youth of twenty-two," to present his argument on the tides to the 
~ o ~ e . 2  The Pope demonstrated his reaction by summoning the 
Qualifiers of the Holy Office to meet on February 23, 1616, to consider 
the propositions that: "The sun is  the centre of the world and wholly 
immovable of local motion," and "The earth is not the centre of the 
world nor immovable, but moves a s  a whole, also with a diurnal 
motion."3 The Qualifiers reported that these propositions were heret- 
21bid., p. 454; Drake, p. 152, n. 13. 1~oestler,9.&., p. 453- -
3 ~ o e s t l e r ,  OJ. Ct., p. 455. 
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ical* However, their was not followed. Instead, on March 5, 1616, 
the General  Cmgregat im of the Index issued a decree in which they 
declared that these Copernican doctrines were ''falseW and sbopposed to 
the Holy Scripture." The decree did not mention heresy. It provided 
that Copernicus* book, Revolutions, and a book by Diego de Zuniga, 
On Job, be suspended until they were corrected, and that the work by 
-- 
Father  Foscar ini  (supra p. 91) be prohibited because it argued that 
Copernicanism was agreeable to Scripture.1 
Galilee's name was not mentioned in the published decree, but 
the authorities took steps to be sure that he was aware of their decision. 
In the Inquisition's file on Galileo there is an entry of February 25, 1616, 
which records  that the two propoditions of Galileo (i .e. the central loca- 
tion of the sun and the revolution and rotation of the earth) had been 
censured and that Bellarmine was to call Galileo in and admonish him 
to abandon these opinions. In the event Galileo did not obey he was to 
be commanded, "to abstain altogether from teaching or  defending this 
opinion and doctrine and even from discussing it; and, if he do not 
acquiesce therein, that he is to be imprisoned. " 2  
~ h c  authorities apparently prepared for any one of three things 
Galilee might do. F i r s t ,  he could be admonished and that be 
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Second, if he refused to obey the admonishments he could be commanded 
not t o  teach, defend o r  discuss C ~ p e r n i c a n i s ~ ,  Third, if he refused the 
command, he could be imprisoned. Most of the evidence indicates that 
the authorities did not go beyond the f irst  step, i.e., admonishment. 
Galileo was not imprisoned in 16 16, and a minute of a March 3, 1616, 
meeting of the Congregation of the Index states that Bellarmine reported 
that he had admonished Galileo, and Galileo had accepted admonishment. 
Fur ther ,  since there  were rumors that Galileo had abjured and had been 
punished, he requested a statement from Cardinal Bellarmine which 
would deny these rumors.  Bellarmine wrote a certificate, dated May 26, 
16 16, in which he stated that Galileo had not abjured; that he had 
simply been instructed not to "hold or defend" ~ o ~ e r n i c a n i s m . ~  But
there  is in existence one document which has created a mystery a s  yet 
unsolved. This is a minute of February 26, 1616, which states that 
Galileo was commanded, after being admonished by Bellarmine, not 
"to hold, teach, o r  defend in any way whatsoever, verbally o r  in writ- 
ing."2 
This minute of February 26 has caused a deal of con t rovers~-  
It only dieagrees with the document of March 3 and the certificate 
f rom Bclla-ine by putting Galilee in a more difficult position* but there 
I ~ a m e r ,  9. - cit., p. 203. z ~ o e s t l e r ,  op. Ct . ,  p. 463. 
- 
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is no known explanation of why it should be in existence. D~ santillana 
and others have pointed out that it i s  out af place in the file, that it  is 
unsigned and not properly witnessed, among other things.l While no 
one knows where it came from, what it accomplished is quite clear. 
Whereas Galileo, according to the other documents of 1616, had only 
been admonished not to  hold or defend, this minute states that he had 
been commanded not to  hold or defend, plus "not to teach," and, "in any 
way whatsoever, verbally or  in writing." There is a world of difference 
here  on two counts. One is that the decree of March 5 (and Bellarmine's 
certificate), by limiting the prohibition to "hold or defend," allowed for 
hypothetical treatment. If m e  adds to this the command, "not to teach 
in a 7  way, verbally o r  in writing," then treatment of Copernicanism a s  
a hypothesis i s  no longer possible. The second major difference which 
the February 26 minute introduces lies in its reference to Galileo's 
having been commanded before a notary and witnesses. I£ this were 
t rue  then Galileo would have become guilty of recidivism if he dealt of 
Copernicanism. This  is exactly what he was accused of in 1633 on the 
bas i s  of this  mysterious minute of February 26, 1616- 
~~t in 16 16, after the decree, Galileo and his friends thought he 
personally had come out of the trouble all right, although it was regret- 
l ~ e  Santillana, 9. &, pp. 128-129- 
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table that Copernicus' book had been suspended. Galileo had not been 
openly censured. He had received the certificate from Bellarmine, and 
he had been received in audience by the Pope. This last was a mark of 
signal honor. 
The sentence on Copernicanism had not reached the heresy 
stage. It is interesting t o  note that Cardinals Maffeo Barberini and 
Gaetani had interceded with the Pope in Galileo's favor and had suc- 
ceeded fi holding the line against any Papal pronouncement on 
Copernicanism. In point of f a d ,  no official endorsement by Papal 
authority concerning the status of Copernicanism was ever given, 
ei ther in 1618 o r  in 1633. As Koestler says, "Accordingly, the immo- 
bility of the earth never became an article of faith, nor the immobility 
of the sun a heresy."l 
The events of 1615 and 1616 must give students of the Galileo 
question considerable pause. One of the most strikingly apparent 
things is that the high authorities in Rome were not opposed to Galileo. 
HOW often does one find historians use the Galileo case a s  evidence for  
their  belief? To one who follows the case at all closely it becomes 
obvious that it is actually evidence for the opposite point of view. For  
in the Galileo affair of 1615 and 16 16 one finds that the leaders in the 
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College of Cardinals were admirers, respecters- - indeed, even sponsors 
--of Galilee's scientific endeavors. When he fomd himself in an embar- 
rass ing and difficult situation, they did their utmost to alleviate his 
problems . 
It has  been variously held that the Inquisition should never have 
dealt with the problems of the Galileo case. F. S. Taylor calls the 
fepor t  of the Qualifiers in February, 1616, "the greatest tactical blun- 
de r -  -to say nothing more- -that the Inquisition has ever made. "1 
J. J . Walsh, a Catholic author, states of Galileo's final t r ia l  in 1633: 
There is no doubt that Galileo was prosecuted by the Roman 
inquisition on account of his astronomical teachings. We would be 
the las t  t o  deny that this was a deplorable mistake made by persons 
in ecclesiastical authority, who endeavored to make a Church tri- 
bunaI the judge of scientific truth, a function altogether alien to 
i t s  character  which it was n d  competent to exercise. . . . 2 
It is a thesis  of de Santillana's that the problem was too big to be 
handled on an administrative level; that it should have been considered 
by an ecumenical council. He finds Bellarmine particularly to blame 
for having allowed the matter  to be settled a s  it was in 1616 .~  
However, a s  one reviews those events of 1615 and 1616, it i s  
difficult to see how the authorities could have done any differently. It 
2 ~ a m e s  J. Walsh, The -Popes - and Science ( ~ e w  York: Fordharn 
University P r e s s ,  1911), p. 17. 
3 ~ e  Santillana, 9. cit., pp. 142-1*3* 
-
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has  been observed that a rather unfortunate group of people had for some 
t ime been raising a la rms  about Galilee's contradicting Scripture. ~h~ 
authorities took note of this but found nothing to merit their attention. 
Then Galileo had taken UP the challenge. He had argued that he was not 
contradicting Scripture, but that he was speaking truth. He specifically 
went to  Rome t o  convince the authorities of the rectitude of his position, 
He wanted their  support. The question was thrown into their hands, 
even though Galileo's friends tried to stop him from going that far.  They 
failed, and once the question had been placed before the authorities for  
decision, the machinery, already centuries old, swung into operatian. 
The leading clergymen had not wanted to take an either-or stand. They 
did not do so. Instead, they took the work of Copernicus out of the 
l ib ra ry  until it could be reworded into a statement of hypotheses and 
then placed it back on the reading list. For this, in essence, i s  what 
the decree of March 5, 1616, meant. There was no imperative reason 
for apprwing Copemicanism; neither did the authorities want to con- 
demn it. They le t  it stand as a hypothesis, and in this Way Scriptural , 
reinterpretation could await any real  proof of the heliocentric theory 
which might be forthcoming. 
The opposition to Galilee and Copernicanism from some the 
academicians and lower clergy had partly achieved its 
Following the decree of 1616 Galileo drew back fr- his Open position, 
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and fo r  several years  he did nothing publicly to draw attention to his 
cause. He refrained from open contrwersy until he became engaged in 
the delayed-action dispute with the Jesuit Grassi aver the nature of 
comets. This dispute centers attention on the relationship between 
Galileo and the Jesuits. 
In the events leading to the decree of 1616, some of the 
Dominicans were instrumental in thwarting Galileo's cause. During 
these same events the Jesuits maintained a discreet silence. The Jesuits 
had several  leading astronomers in their midst, and it is curious that 
they did not take any open part in this episode. Since they were in a 
position to  a d  a s  advisors to  the authorities on questions of astronomy, 
they have been accused of keeping a dishonest silence in 1616, and of 
actively causing Galileo's downfall in 1633 when they did take a stand. 
At one time the Jesuits had supported Galileo. They threw their 
authority behind the findings of his - Star Messenger in 1611. In that year 
Bellarmine had asked Fathers Clavius and Grienberger, of the R m a n  
College, for their opinion on Galilee's telescopic wonders. They had 
replied by giving their full support to Galileo's discoveries. ' But after 
that t h e  the relationship between the Jesuit astronomers and Galileo 
became strained. The cmtroversy between Galileo and Scheiner on the 
l ~ a m e r .  9. - cit., pp. 146- 149. 
sunspot question and, particularly, the bitter disptrte Galileo had with 
G r a s s i  on the question of cwnets succeeded in destroying whatever mutual 
respec t  m a y  have existed between some of the Jesuits and Galilee. It has 
been pointed out that after  this assault on Grassi, Galileo had alienated 
both the Dominicans and the ~ e s u i t s .  l 
Apparently the Jesuits  were not altogether angry with Galileo 
in 1615. In that year  Father  Grienberger sent word from Rome that if 
Galileo meant  t o  p r w e  his case in Rome he had better bring scielrtific 
proof .2 Actually, what position could the Jesuits have taken in 16 15 ? 
When Bellarmine went to them for  advice the-n,3 a s  he had done in 161 1, 
they could only have told him what he himself said in his letter to 
Foscarini-- that  is that "he had Heen no proof." It is h o w n  that the 
Jesu i t s  were  forsaking Aristotelian science. In astronomy they had 
recognized Calileo's telescopic findings and had left the Ptolemaic for 
the Tychcmic view. Even if some of their own astronomers were mming 
toward a heliocentric view, they obviously had no more proof for it than 
did anyone else a t  that time. 
Indeed, when one considers the position the Jesuits adopted 
toward astronomy the inescapable conclusion seems to be that, if and 
l ~ a ~ l o r ,  2.- cit., p. 108. Z ~ o e s t l e r ,  3. c&, p. 451. 
3 ~ r a k c ,  o ~ .  ccit., pp. 159-160. 
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when they struck out against Galileo, they did so not because of his 
science but for  other reasons. The evidence for this view comes from 
severa l  sources.  First, a s  it has already been mentioned, the Jesuit 
as t ronomers  looked favorably upon Galilee's "novelties" of 16 1 1; they 
real ized the Ptolemaic view was untenable and did not hesitate to forsake 
it. 
The second kind of evidence i s  intriguing and has to do with their 
t reatment  of the Lutheran Kepler. F. S. Taylor says: "In 1596 the 
as t ronomer  Kepler was condemned by the Protestant Theological faculty 
of Tuebingen for  assert ing the Copernican system to be true; and had 
to  take refuge--ironically enough--with the Jesuits. . . . $ 9  1 
Although he was a Lutheran (he was excommunicated by that 
Church, but he always maintained his belief therein) and an avawed 
Copernican, there  really i s  nothing ironical about the Jesuits protecting 
him. Germany was then in a state of flux, with the power in different 
provinces now shifting to the Protestants, now to the Catholics. Feelings 
r an  high, and the "outs" of any given time, of either party, suffered 
various vicissitudes. The Jesuits saw to it that Kepler was sometimes 
spared these vicihisitudes. Koestler points out that when the Catholic 
authorities in Gratz  expelled the Lutheran preachers and teachers in 
l ~ a ~ l o r ,  9. - cit., p. 36. 
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1598, Kepler was  allowed to  r e h m  after a month because the Jesuits 
interceded for him. 1 Again, near  the end of his life, when he was living 
at Line, the Catholic powers ordered the Protestants either to become 
Catholics o r  to  leave. Kepler was exempted, and further, when he was 
asked t o  hand over some of h i s  books, the Jesuit Father Guldin stepped 
in and Kepler kept h i s  books.2 
There  is a third piece of evidence which indicates that not all 
Jesui t  as t ronomers  were opposed to the Copernican view. Father 
Kircher  s ta tes  that after  Galileo's t r ia l  in 1633, some Jesuit astrono- 
m e r s ,  including Clavius, of the  Roman College, and Scheiner (of the 
sunspot dispute) did not disapprove of Copernicanism, but that they had 
been ordered t o  write in favor of the Aristotelian concepts. 3 
And, yet ,  Father  Grienberger is reported to have said in 1633 
that: 
If Galileo had only known how to retain the favor of the Jesuits, 
he  would have stood in renown before the world, he would have been 
spared al l  his  misfortunes, and he could have written what he 
pleased about everything, even about the motion of the ~ a r t h . 4  
Ei ther  Father Grienberger was trying to exaggerate the power of the 
o rde r  to  which he belonged, o r  else he really knew that the Jesuits had 
l ~ o e e t l e r ,  9. &, p. 279. 21bid., - p. 408. 
3 ~ e  Santillma, 01. cit., pp. 290-291, n* 7* 
-
41bid., - p. 290. 
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be come the spearhead of the o ~ ~ o s i t i o n  to Galilee. There is evidence for 
the la t t e r  view, and this  will be dealt with more fully later. 
In 1630, with the Dialogue written, Galileo journeyed to R-e to 
d i scuss  publication with an old friend who, in two years, was to make 
s u r e  that  the opposition to  Galileo would be completely effective. This 
was  Maffeo Barberini ,  who had r isen to the Chair of Peter a s  Pope 
Urban VIZl i n  1623. The scene in Rome had changed considerably with 
the passing years .  Bellarmine was dead, and some of Galileo's old 
f r iends  had found high places in the'reign of Urban Vm. In some 
respec ts ,  however, the changes were really not favorable for Galileo. 
Maffeo Barberini ,  a s  a Cardinal, had found time to write odes praising 
Galileo and had taken a keen interest in his works. He had exerted his 
influence on Galileo's behalf. Now, as head of state and head of Chnrch, 
he was s o  deeply immersed in the political and religious ferment that 
was bubbling in the European cauldron that he was too distant, by posi- 
tion and p re s s  of affairs,to be able to  give much personal attention to  
Galileo's endeavors. 
Still, there  was sufficient evidence of Urban's respect for  
Galileo and for scholarship in general to warrant an optimistic outlook 
on the part  of Galileo and his friends. One recalls that Urban had much 
of the same humanistic background as Galileo. There was a consider- 
able difference between his attitude toward the liberal a r t s  and that of 
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Paul V.  He was  on record a s  having helped to hold the line against a 
condemnation of Gopernicanism in  16 16. Cardinal Zoller informed 
Galilee that he had talked with Urban V u I  about Copernicanism, and the 
Pope had reminded him that it had not been "condemned a s  heretical, 
but only a s  rash," and that Urban also left the door open for hypotheti- 
ca l  t reatment  of the new astronomy.' Castelli encouraged Galileo in 
the  spring of 1630 by advising him that: ". . . the Pope had admitted 
t o  Campanella in an audience that the prohibition of 1616 was a nuisance 
and had added: 'It was never Our intention; if  it had depended upon Us,  
that decree would not have been passed.' . . ."2 This reference to  
Campanella should have offered rea l  encouragement. Campanella was 
an "unreconstructed Copernican" who had written a Defense of - Galileo 
in 1622.3 
However, Galileo received no more encouragement from the 
Pope in 1630 than he had received in 1624. There was to  be no revoca- 
tion of the decree of 1616, but the Pope had no objection to Galilee's 
publishing h i s  Dialogue as long a s  he treated Copernicanism a s  a hypoth- 
esis. He also asked Galileo not to use the title of Ebb and Flow of the 
Tides, and Galileo was to use in his book the argument the Pope thought 
lp r iva te  Life, p. 136. 2 ~ e  ~ant i l lana,  02. cA., p. 183. 
3~bid. ,  - n. 7. 
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refuted the certitude of the argument on tides (supra P. 73). Finally, the 
preface was to  show that Galileo recognized the decree of 1616.1 
It s eems  that Galileo at times was the victim of his impetu- 
ousness  and pride; a t  other times quirks of fate seemed to work against 
him. If the Dialogue had been properly and objectively examined before 
the imprimatur was granted, it might have come from the printer in a 
different fo rm.  The imprimatur was obtained under somewhat unusual 
circumstances.  Father RiccardS was the man in Rome responsible for 
giving approval fo r  publication. He, with his assistant, Father Visconti, 
real ized that he was dealing with a touchy subject. Father Riccardi 
proceeded to hedge. But he was a friend of Galileo, of Ciampoli, of 
Castel l i ,  and of the Tuscan ambassador. Niccolini. They urged him to 
speed along the apprwal .  He compromised by granting the license to 
the pr inter  with the understanding that he would pass almg each sheet 
af ter  he had thoroughly studied it. Prince Cesi, of the Lincei, was to 
be a mainstay in this process.2 
After Calilco had returned to Florence, two events occurred 
which long delayed the publishing of his book. Firs t  came the death of 
Gesi,  and then, in the fall of 1630, a serious plague, disrupting c-mun- 
ications between Rome and Florence, erupted. Father ~ i c c a r d i  was 
2 ~ e  Santillana, 2. c t .  J Pg 184. 
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pressured  by Galileo and his friends to let  the book undergo examination 
in Florence.  l Two priests ,  Fathers Stefani and Egidii, examined the 
book in Florence and approved it. Father Riccardi, however, had 
retained the Preface and conclusion in Rome, and he kept them from the 
pr inter  until the summer of 1631. He felt  very uncomfortable about per- 
mitting the book to be published, and he had enjoined the Inquisitors in 
Florence to  be sure  the book came out in a hypothetical form.2 His 
wors t  f e a r s  were la ter  to be confirmed, but the book was published in 
February ,  1632. 
Officials in Rome were not slow in taking steps which brought 
Galileo t o  that t r i a l  which history has still not satisfactorily explained. 
His book went on sale in Rome in June. In August "came a stringent 
o r d e r  from the Master  of the Sacred Palace ( ~ i c c a r d i )  to sequestrate 
every copy in the bookseller's shops."3 A special cornmissian was 
appointed by the Pope to examine the work. On the basis of the report 
the case  was turned aver to the Holy Office of the Jnquisition. It served 
Galileo with an official surmnons on October 1, 1632. After twice post- 
poning his  departure for Rome because of ill health, Galileo ultimately 
a r r ived  in the Eternal  City on February 13, 1633. His case came up in 
April, and it culminated with a sentence which reads in part a s  follows: 
' h i d . ,  p. 185. 21bid., - p. 317. 3 ~ r i v a t e  Life, p. 210. 
. . . we ordain that the book of the "Dialogue of Galilee 
Galilei" be prohibited by public edict. 
We condemn you to the formal prison of this Holy Office during 
our  pleasure, and by way of salutary penance we enjoin that for 
th ree  yea r s  to  come you repeat once a week the seven penitential 
Psa lms .  Reserving to  ourselves liberty to moderate, commute, o r  
take off, in whole or  in part, the aforesaid penalties and penance. 1 
The foregoing furnishes a bare framework from which historians have 
often gathered that the substance of the picture must be a scientist per- 
secuted by the Church. But a s  one unveils the varying factors of which 
the total picture is composed, it  becomes obvious that the framework 
by itself is misleading, and the final portrait is quite different from 
that which many historians have so often suggested. 
In the fir st place, the appointment of a special commission to 
study the situation shows that the authorities recognized that no case 
might exist ,  and that the Inquisition might never become involved.2 
The Pope had been led to  believe that something was out of order,  and 
it seema most  likely that the Jesuits were responsible for bringing the 
mat te r  to his  attention. Father Riccardi had remarked, after it became 
evident that the book was creating quite a s t i r ,  that: "The Jesuits will 
' ~ e  Santillana, OJ. - cit., p. 310. 
2 ~ b i d . ,  p. 193, n. 2. This author reasons that Pope Urban 
appointed the special commission because he knew not where to go, not 
out of friendship for Galileo. 
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persecute him most bitterly."l There is little doubt that the Pope was 
extremely angry over the fact that Galilee's book was causing trouble. 
This  is c lear  from reports  sent to the Grand Duke by his ambassador in 
Rome, Niccolini. On September 5, 1632, Niccolini presented to the Pope 
a strong protest from the Grand Duke and Galileo at the treatment the 
Dialogue was receiving. Niccolini pointed out to the Pope that Galileo 
ought to  be informed wherein he had erred. To this the Pope replied: 
" . . . - he knows well enough what the d i f f i c u l t i e s ~ e ,  if he wants to 
- -- ---- 
know them; for We have discussed them with him, and he knew them all 
--- --- -- --- 
f rom Ourse lves . "~  The Pope also said that, by appointing a special 
-
commission, "I have used him better than he used me, for he deceived 
The great  friendship between Galileo and Maffeo Barberini had 
suffered a fatal breach. The Pope seriously felt that his friends had 
taken advantage of h h ;  that Galileo had received the imprimatur 
unfairly, and that he had gone against the agreement to treat the 
Copernican system as a hypothesis. Von Gebler reasons: 
. . . The Jesuits had inspired the Pope with the opinion that 
the "Dialogues" were eminently dangerous to the Church, more 
dangerous and abhorrent even than the writings of Luther and 
Calvin, and he was highly incensed at the representation that 
Galileo had shamefully outwitted Father Riccardi, Mgr. Ciampoli. 
and even his  Holiness himself, in obtaining the license. Offended 
majesty,  the determination to guard the interests of the Church and 
the authority of the Bible, indignation at Galileo's assumed cunning, 
and annoyance a t  having been duped by it--these were the motives 
which impelled Urban VIII to the deed called the institution of the 
t r i a l  of the Inquisition against Ga1ileo.l 
However, there i s  little doubt that the Pope either instigated 
the proceedings against Galileo or approved the steps taken. The issue 
was obviously of some moment; Galileo was a very prominent figure 
writing on a momentous question. The authorities in Rome could not 
help having a close interest  in the proceedings. But it also seems 
likely, f rom the course of events, that Urban's displeasure did not 
become an implacable enmity. 
It is a statement common to biographies of Galileo that the 
Pope believed that Galileo had ridiculed him by putting his arguments 
into the mouth of Sirnplicius, the Aristotelian interlocutor of the 
Dialogue. Sirnplicius suffered defeat and humiliation throughout the 
work, but at the very end he spoke an argument the Pope had expressed 
to  Galileo. Now, it  was certainly not Galileo's intention to insult the 
Pontiff crassly--he had everything to lose by such a maneuver. It does 
not seem likely, either, that the Pope believed that Galileo would have 
held him up to  ridicule. To give much weight to this entire episode 
 on Gebler, 9. c&, p. 162. 
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appears  to be more  of an insult to the intelligence of both Galilee and 
Urban than anything else. 
That the proceedings against Galileo in 1633 were something 
other than the ordinary procedures of the Inquisition has long been noted 
by Galileo's biographers. Once again it will do well to establish a chron- 
ological context for  the t r i a l  proceedings. The special cokmission had 
studied the case  in August and September of 1632. Father Riccardi 
advised Niccolini on September 11, 1632, that the injunction of 
February  26, 1616 (supra p. 96), had been found, and it looked as 
though Galileo was guilty of.having disobeyed orders.1 The case had 
been turned over to the Holy Office; Galileo had been summoned in 
October, 1632, and he had reached Rome in February, 1633. In March 
he heard that the only charge against him was that he had disobeyed 
the injunction of 1616. Since Galileo did not believe that he had been 
ordered  not t o  hold, teach or defend Copernicanism in 1616, and since 
he had Bellarmine's certificate, he felt that he had not much to worry 
about. Neither did Niccolini, who, consequently, was dismayed to hear 
f rom the Pope that the case against Galileo would proceed as  scheduled.2 
Galileo had his f i rs t  hearing before the commissary-General of the 
Inquisition, Father Fireneuola, on April 12, 1633. On April 15 three 
' ~ e  Santillana, z. - cit., p. 209. 'mid., - p. 221. 
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consultors of the Holy Office handed in their reports on the content of 
the Dialogue. They unanimously agreed that Galileo had "taught," "held" 
and "defended" ~ o ~ e r n i c a n i s m . 1  On April 27 Father Firenzuola paid an 
unusual personal visit  t o  Galileo. On April 30 Galileo had another hear- 
ing and then was released to Niccolini's house. On May 10 he was called 
in and advised that he could submit a defense within eight days. He sub- 
mitted his defense statement forthwith. In early May, then, it looked a s  
though the worst  was aver. Suddenly, on June 16, 1633, came an order 
stating that Galileo was to be treated a s  vehemently suspect of heresy; 
his book was t o  be prohibited, and his body imprisoned.2 On June 21 
Galileo was  called in and questioned; on June 22 he made the final 
abjuration. 
Galileo's biographers a re  consistent in achawledging that, 
during the proceedings against him, Galileo was treated with considerable 
leniency. An ear ly  source points out that, of the time Galileo spent in 
Rome in 1633, from February to June, a total of twenty-two days was 
spent in confinement in the buildings of the Holy 0ffice.3 The 
Inquisition detained him, not in a cell, but in an officer's apartment, 
where he had a servant, meals from Niccolini's house, and considerable 
1glyant,opm&., pp. 51-52. 2 ~ e  Santillana, 3. gt*, PP- 292-293.  
3 ~ a n  G e b l e r , a p . g . ,  p. 252. 
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freedom. Father  Firenzuola advised Niccolini that Galileo received this 
good treatment be cause Cardinal Francesco Barberini, the Pope's 
nephew, had interceded for  him.l This Cardinal was one member of the 
Inquisition who worked consistently for Galileo. 
There  a r e  several salient points in the above listing of chrono- 
logical events. In the f i r s t  hearing on April 12, Galilea was questioned 
concerning the injunction of February 26, 1616. He denied knowledge of 
it and pointed out that he had relied on Bellarmine's certificate for 
guidance in his actions. He then went further and stated that he had 
t reated Copernicanism as a hypothesis, and that he had not held or 
defended it .2 This last  remark was obviously a mistake. It was all too 
apparent t o  the authorities that he had both held and defended 
Copernicanism. In fact, the Holy Office had the opinions of the three 
consultors who had unanimously pointed out that the Dialogue was 
replete with the defense of, the teaching of, and the holding of 
Copernicanism. Particularly did the report of the Jesuit Inchofer, one 
of the consultors, clearly show how Galileo had failed to stay within the 
realm of hypothesis.3 The fairness of these reports would be recognized 
by anyone who reads the Dialogue. However, it has been maintained 
'private - Life. p: 241. 2 ~ o n  Gebler, ox. cit., pp. 205-208- 
-
3 ~ c  Santillana, 9. st., pp. 246-247. 
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that  the  appointing of these consultors to determine what was Galileo's 
"intention" in writing the Dialopue was not the ordinary thing to do. In 
other words,  t o  determine the case against Galileo on the basis of what 
h i s  intention was judged t o  be was extraordinary and unfair.1 Albeit, 
the authori t ies finally had two possible avenues for trying Galileo. One 
was disobedience of the questionable injunction of 1616, and the other 
was h i s  evident intention of holding, defending, and teaching the doctrines 
of Copernicus. 
The next occurrence is the most interesting of all. On April 27, 
Firenzuola "treated extrajudicially" with Galileo in order to bring the 
t r i a l  t o  a close. It i s  evident that this Dominican, the Commissary- 
General  r e  aponsible for administering t r ia l  procedures, meant to go 
easi ly  with Galileo. He had received permission from the Cardinal- 
Inquisitor to  deal with Galileo, and he reported by letter to Cardinal 
Francesco Barbcrinf the results  of this conversation with the defendant. 
He  pointed out that,  although Calileo had denied in his hearing of 
April 12 that he had held and defended Copernicanism, he had been able 
t o  convince Galileo of the folly of this argument, and Galileo had agreed 
t o  confess that he had gone too far  in the Dialogue. Father Firenzuola 
fur ther  stated: 
l ~ b i d . ,  p. 235 and p. 250. 
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. . . I t r u s t  that His Holiness and your Eminence will be satisfied 
that  in this  way the affair i s  being brought to  such a point that it 
m a y  soon be settled without difficulty. The court will maintain its 
reputation; it  will be possible to deal leniently with the cul- 
pri t .  . . . l 
In pursuance of the conversation between Galileo and Firenzuola, another 
hearing occur red  on April 30, and Galileo admitted that some of the 
arguments  of h i s  book sounded too strong, and that he would like to have 
the  chance t o  weaken them and perhaps add some additional days to the 
Dialogue t o  refute Copernicanism. He reiterated that he had not really 
held the  theory.2 After this  he was released until May 10, when he sub- 
mitted h i s  prepared defense statement, and then returned to Niccolini's 
house. In his defense statement he again fell back on Bellarmine's 
certificate; repeated that he was not aware of the commands laid down 
in the injunction of February 26, 1616; stated that he had not deceived 
the authori t ies by not mentioning the injunction when he asked for an 
imprimatur  for the Dialogue, and urged again that the arguments in his 
book which sounded too strong had been made s o  through pride and 
ambition, and he was eager t o  correct these faults.3 
The case should have been closed quickly and easily. Galileo 
would have been le t  off without any public sentence; his book would have 
' ~ b b . ,  p. 2 5 2 .  21bid., - p. 256. 
31bid., pp. 259-260. 
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been suspended pending correcti0ns.l But when the case went up to the 
higher authorities for  the ultimate decision, Firenzuola's deal with 
Galileo was overruled. It was decided to proceed against Galileo on the 
bas i s  that  his actions were extremely serious. The decree of June 16, 
1633, ordering that Galileo be examined again mentioned the threat of 
to r ture .  It has  been well pointed out that this was simply a part of the 
formula  of the decrees  of the Holy Office and was not at all applicable 
in Galileo's case.2 However, on June 2 1, Galileo was asked four times 
whether o r  not he believed in Copernicanism. Four times he replied 
that  he did not hold, nor  had he held, that opinion since 1616. This was 
obiriously not true.  On the following day he received his sentence. He 
was found guilty on the two counts of having disobeyed the injunction of 
Februa ry  26, 1616, and of becoming vehemently suspect of heresy by 
believing that the s a  was in the center of the universe and that the 
earth was a moving p l a ~ e t . 3  K a s t l e r ,  arguing that the sentence was a 
m i s c a r r i a ~ e  of justice f rom a legal point of view, states: 
. . . Concerning the f irst  count, no more need be said about 
the dubious character  of the document referring to the alleged 
2 ~ ~ 1 1 , s .  e , p. 60. The author points out, for one thing, that 
the Roman Inquisition's procedures precluded the torturing of anyone 
over  the age of sixty. Galilco was seventy a t  the time of his trial. 
absolute injunction; a s  for the second, the sun-centered universe 
had never  been officially declared a heresy, since neither the opinion 
of the Qualifiers, nor the decree of the Congregation of 16 16, had 
- - 
been confirmed by infallible pronouncement ex cathedra or by 
1 
-
Ecumenic Council. . . . 
However, Koestler  points out that the sentence does not mention that 
Galileo had been lying t o  the court by maintaining that he had not held 
Copernicanisrn.2 And de Santillana, who believes that the tr ial  was 
altogether in e r r o r ,  stated of Galileo and the Dialogue: ". . . He knew, 
beyond doubt, that he had disregarded the Pope's explicit intentions. 
But he was strong in his certainty that he had not disobeyed the edicts of 
the  Church. . . . "3 Certainly, to anyone who reads the Dialogue, it is 
evident that  Galileo broke the agreement he had reached with the 
authorities in 1616, and with the Pope as late a s  1630, that Copernicanism 
was  to be t reated as a theory, not a s  a fact. Since he did treat it a s  
true, he was contravening the established rules of the game. True, the 
Inquisition erred In treating Copernicanism as a heresy, for it was 
never officially declared to be such. If this w a s  the only ground on which 
Galileo could be found guilty, it certainly was not too firm. 
T h e  authorities in R o m e  must have felt some compelling reason 
for  taking s t r i c t  action against Galileo. It i s  evident that there were two 
s t rong schools of thought, and Urban VIII must have received some con- 
flicting advice. His nephew, Cardinal Francesco Barberini, clearly tried 
t o  amel iorate  Galileo's situation. Indeed, he was one of three cardinals, 
out of ten,  who did not sign Galileo's sentence. The other two were 
Cardinals  Borgia and ~ a c c h i a .  The Commissary-General had done 
h i s  bes t  t o  close the case  quickly and quietly. Galileo had at least one 
other fr iend on the panel of Inquisitors. This was Cardinal Bentivoglio, 
who wrote in his  Memoirs that: 
God knows how painful it is to me to see an Archimides 
E.e. ~ a l i l e g  s o  unfortunately situated through his own fault; for 
he had published his opinions regarding the movements of the 
ea r th  contrary to  the rea l  meaning unanimously agreed by the 
Church; opinions which forced him to  present himself before the 
Holy See in Rome where I was then holding the position of Chief 
Inquisitor, and where I t r ied my utmost to come to his aid.2 
H e r e  was a friend of Galileo who, while he tried toe  ase things for  
h im,  felt the necessity for some adion being taken against him. 
The re  is considerable agreement among some biographers of 
Galileo that the Jesui ts  were particularly anxious to convince the Pope 
that action must  be taken against Galileo. F. S. Taylor opines that, 
s ince the Jesui ts  had a monopoly on education, they did their best to 
s top Galileo because he was threatening their  educational system.3 
1hid.P P. 3 10. 2 ~ a r n e r ,  2. &, p. 254. 
3 ~ a y l o r ,  9. Ct., pp. 143- 144. 
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One author believes that Urban became a tool in the hands of the ~ ~ ~ ~ i t ~ . l  
De Santillana, whose definitive work, The Crime of Galileo, is generally 
--- 
v e r y  good, particularly emphasizes the weight of Jesuit influence on 
Urban's decisions. It is his opinion that the Jesuits in 1632 saw a 
chance t o  get even with Galileo, and also to cause some discomfiture 
t o  t h e i r  r iva l s ,  the Dominicans, who had licensed the Dialogue. Father 
Firenzuola,  a Dominican, had stepped in and stopped the Jesuits by 
making h i s  deal  with Galileo. Then the Jesuits had been able to induce 
the Pope t o  overrule Firenzuola's decisiom2 
One finds in de ~ a n t i l l a i a ' s  work considerable evidence for his 
view. First the re  is the statement by Father Grienberger that 
Galilee's troubles arose from his having offended the Jesuits (supra 
p. 103). There  is Father  Riccardi'a remark that the Jesuits would 
persecute  Galileo bitterly (supra p. 109). There is the strong report 
by Consultor Inchofer (supra  p. 113). There is also Father Kircher's 
statement that  some of the 3es"its did not disapprove of Copemicanism, 
but that they were ordered to write in favor of Aristotelian science 
(supra p. 103). In addition, de Santillana finds, in a journal written by 
G. F. R uonamici, Galileo'a friend, the intimation that Galileo believed 
the act ions  taken against him had sprung from a Jesuit-Dominican plot 




t o  stop him. 1 Ultimately, Galileo believed that the Jesuits had caused 
all his  grief.  He stated, in a letter to Diodati, in 1634, that he had heard 
Gr ienberger ' s  r e m a r k  that he should never have offended the Jesuits, 
and Galileo therefore  concluded: ". . . From this you will see . . . 
that  it is not t h i s  opinion o r  that which has brought, and still brings 
about my calamities,  but my being in disgrace with the ~esuits."Z 
However, the answer to  the question of how strong the Jesuit 
influence was is not too clear.  What is clear is that the Pope was con- 
vinced of the  need to take action. Therefore it is necessary to under- 
stand h i s  concept of the issue. The context in which he formally placed 
it is bes t  found in his own words. He stated to Niccolhi, on March 13, 
M a y  God forgive Galileo for having intruded into these matters 
concerning new doctrines and Holy Scripture, where the best is to 
go along with common opinion; and m a y  God help Ciampoli too con- 
cerning these new notions, because he has a leaning toward them 
and is inclined toward new philosophies.3 
In other words, it was not Galileo's science that bothered Urban. He 
had supported Galileo's works when he was a Cardinal. Then, in 1624 
and 1630, af ter  he had become the Pope, he had suggested that Galileo 
could certainly t rea t  Copcrnicanism as a hypothesis. There was no 
l h i d . .  pp. 206-287 ,  n. 5. 2 ~ o n  Gebler, 2. &, p. 277. 
-- 
3 ~ r  Santillsna, 9. - cit.. p. 221. 
reason why he should suddenly disfavor Copernicanism, _per se. What he 
- 
had become convinced of was that Galileo was a very disturbing factor 
in society. This  thought, after  all ,  is the same implied in Cardinal 
Bentivoglio's memoirs .  Bentivoglio maintained a respectful and friendly 
attitude toward Galileo. He felt regret that Galileo had had to come to 
t r i a l ,  but he a l so  believed that the t r ia l  and its findings were necessary 
for the well-being of society. There seems little evidence here that 
these  men,  on the highest administrative level, were directed by any 
personal animosity. 
It is a thesis  of de Santillana's and an intriguing one, that the 
authori t ies were led to  take action against Galileo for "reasons of 
State ," and that they did not understand the issues, but had been misled 
by Galileo's enemies. D e  Santillana states: 
Thus,  . . . , we a re  led back to  that "political will" of which 
the  Jenuite had become the spearhead but which was shared in 
var ious  measure  by all  the hierarchy; . . . Galileo had once 
thrown down the challenge, and now he was going to pay for 
it. . . . 
In shor t ,  this  man was a troublemaker. The scientist a s  an 
isolated specialist had not been understood a s  a social danger, 
which he m i ~ h t  well be considered to be, even to the present day. 
It was Galileo, the Renaissance figure who wanted the scientific 
awareness  spread to the whole advancing front of his civilization, 
f r o m  i t s  expressive and technological capacities and its critical 
activity to  i t s  philosophical reflection, who appeared a s  a 
dangerous novelty-monger . 1 
De Santillana's concept of the Galileo issue has been given con- 
s iderable  emphasis  in this work because his view is in many ways a 
d ra s t i c  depar ture  f rom the stereotype of thought which has grown in the 
last th ree  centuries.  It is de Santillana who says, "Galileo did not come 
t o  grief as 'the scientist '  facing a religious credo" (supra p. 6). And it 
is de  Santillana who emphasizes that: 
. . . It has  been known for a long time that a major part of 
the Church intellectuals were on the side of Galileo, while the 
c l ea re s t  opposition to him came from secular ideas. It can be 
proved fur ther  ( . . . ) that the tragedy was the result of a plot 
of which the hierarchies  themselves turned out to be the victims 
no less than Galileo--an intrigue engineered by a group of obscure 
and disparate  characters  . . . 1 
Now t h e r e  is a considerable difference between this view and that of 
some other w r i t e r s  of definitive works on Galileo. For instance, 
F. S. Taylor  holde that: 
T h e  essence of hi. balileo*.) story is the conflict between the 
view tha t  scientific principles should be established solely by the 
application af reason to objective observation, and the view of 
the Church and the Scholastic philosophers that the cmclusions 
of natural  science must  give way to the pronouncements of an 
authori ty who alone was cmpeten t  to tell the world what it should 
think.2 
Much the  same vlew is iterated by Stillman Drake, who says: 
. . . Ostensibly this battle was waged w e r  the Copernican 
system; in reality it was fought over the right of a scientist to 
lrhid., - pp. xii-xiii (Preface). 
Z~aylor,9.&., p. vii (Preface). 
teach and defend his scientific beliefs. The real issue was perfectly 
c l e a r  t o  Galileo a t  a l l  t imes, a s  it was to some of the theologians 
who were  soon t o  decide the contest against him. But by his avowed 
enemies  in the church it seems never to have been understood at 
all. To their  minds Galileo was attacking the church; to his own 
mind he was  protecting it  from the commission of a fatal 
e r r o r .  . . . 1 
The de Santillana view differs from these other representations by 
establishing a n  altogether different setting and by removing the issue 
f r o m  the old context of "Church versus Science" in which it has for so 
l a g  been considered. 
The  views of de Santillana are open to question from at least two 
standpoints, however. F i r s t ,  there seems to be hardly enough evidence 
t o  impute t o  the Jesuits the rather unsavory motivating factors which de 
Santillana has found behind their actions. Was it all the result of per- 
sonal  p r jde ,  ambition and a lust for power, or  was it that the Jesuit 
O r d e r  became seriously concerned about the disruptive effects of 
d rama t i c  changes made too abruptly? It has been shown that this Order, 
so long known for its abilities and influence in the educational world, 
was mavin,g away from the Aristotelian approach to science. They were 
doing it m o r e  slowly and cautiously than Galileo. They had not opposed 
Gal i l to la  "science." They did not agree with all of his findings, but 
then, as ha8 rlnce become evident, Galilea was wrong in some of the 
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science in which he put the most faith. The Jesuits may well have been 
ser iously  concerned that  Galileo 's philosophical approach to all learning 
was a thing not t o  be taken either quickly o r  lightly. 
Second, the hierarchy may not have been misled to do what they 
did by a group of "disparate characters." Unquestionably this type of 
influence was present. However, there i s  no question but that some of 
the leaders were  very  much disturbed in their own right about the 
se r iousness  of the situation. This is reflected particularly in the words 
of Cardinal  Bentivoglio and t o  some extent in the words of Pope Urban 
VLII. They were, after  al l ,  the leaders of a religious organization and 
a l so  of a political society. Leaders of all societies have always had 
the responsibil i ty of influencing, if one wills, the world-views of their 
societ ies.  The Roman Curia had no reason for being an exception. 
It was the stated intention, at the beginning of this chapter, to 
delineate the various forces which ultimately opposed Galileo. The find- 
ings may  best  be recapitulated by h i e f l y  enumerating those opposing 
forccm. F i r s t ,  there  was the academic opposition from sources 
untouched by Calllco's personality and unconcerned with any religious 
questions. The re  a rose  the opposition from sources who were worried 
about what Galileo was doing to their place in the educational world and 
who had alno been stung by the strong venom of his rhetoric. There 
came to bc opposition cn~endcred  by some of the academicians uniting 
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with some of the clergy to  take a fundamentalist stand on the Bible. Per-  
sonal resentment  a rose  f rom some quarters which had at first been 
friendly t o  Galileo and h is  work, but which turned against him when he 
attacked the i r  findings. There existed an opposition which came simply 
f rom the fact  that  the Jesuit and Dominican Orders were in competition 
with each other;  Galileo was caught in the middle. There came, finally, 
opposition f rom some high clergymen who, although they quarreled not 
with his  findings f rom nature, felt that Galileo was seriously disturbing 
the stability of society. 
The opposition was varied; it was most numerous. While the 
number who opposed Galileo a s  a person was relatively small, those 
who opposed his world-view made up the great components of his 
society, both learned and unlearned. Societies cannot change the outlook 
of centnrie~ overnight, and Galilto's bid to do so was foredoomed to 
defeat. 
CHAPTER V 
GALILEO AND HISTORY 
The problems which have r isen in connection with the historical 
por t rayal  of the Galileo issue hinge, to a serious extent, on the choice 
of terminology used by historians and biographers. To illustrate this 
one h a s  but t o  examine some of the t e rms  used together with the pos- 
sible, and often more  likely, alternative words or  phrases which can be 
used t o  fo rm the framework within which the issue can be studied. 
Should it be "Church versus  Science" or society opposed to an 
individual and h is  teachings? Should it be the Ghurch disproving its 
own claim to infallibility by erring in the consideration of a question 
of science a s  a mat te r  of doctrine? Or should it be the case of an 
administrat ive unit, the Inquisitian, erring in a matter of discipline in 
which no question of dogma ever existed? Should the Roman Curia be 
credited with being "the bigoted and intolerant oppressors of truth," . 
or  should i t  be recognized that Galileo had a multitude of friends and 
disciples among the clergy? Should the Pope and a few Cardinals be 
designated a s  the only opposition to  Gopernicanism worthy of note, or 
should i t  be recogniacd that the greatest mass  of opposition came f r m  
the academic world--regardless of religious convictions? Should it be 
Galileo ptrsecuted o r  Galilto prosecuted? Should it be "under the 
th rea t  of to r ture"  o r  under most humane treatment? Should the 
Copernicanism of 1633 be called a scientific truth or a hypothesis? 
Should Galileo be credited with proving Copernicanism, or should it be 
recognized that  he was in e r r o r  in what he thought was proof, and that 
he left the issue scientifically and otherwise undecided? Should it be 
Galileo as a "scientist-martyr for truth," o r  should it be Galileo a s  
a too eage r ,  too proud, too reckless advocate of an all-important change 
which m e m b e r s  of h i s  society, learned and unlearned alike, were in no 
position t o  accept?  
One can readily select from each of these sets that word or 
phrase  which provides the most dramatic context, and which creates 
the most striking impression. Interestingly enough, these are also the 
favorite t e r m s  used by many historians in their comments on the 
Cali leo issue.  What contrasting contexts can be established by using 
words  which e i ther  exaggerate one point o r  underplay another! For 
instance,  the word persccuticm immediately creates an unfavorable 
fmprcss ion,  while the word prosecute is almost prosaic. It is expeded 
that cour t s  will  prosecute day after day, but persecution is a heinous 
thing. In a modern setting, the Galileo case might well be considered 
an example of persecution. In his day he was prosecutedby an estab- 
lished court  using methods and procedures used throughout the civil 
and ecclpaiaatical  caurts  of the Western world. The t r ia l -by- jur~  
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system was a long t ime evolving. The court that tried Galilee undoubt- 
edly e r r e d ;  courts  st i l l  do. 
The  twentieth century has witnessed cases in which the regular 
judicial p rocesses  have been superseded, and either legislative com- 
mi t tees  or administrative commissions have judged whether or not 
individuals should be allowed to  retain their positions in government 
or other institutions of society. This type of process is foreign to the 
concept of an  open t r i a l  by jury. It too has been carried out f o r  "rea- 
sons of state." Depending on the degree of prerogative one wishes to 
grant  the s ta te  in such areas ,  some of these cases might be considered 
instances  of persecution. They would be so judged on the basis tha-t 
the r e ~ u l a r  judicial processes  had been abrogated. In Galileo's case 
the regular  judicial processes of the time were not abrogated; they 
were followed, 
The  concept of "Church versus Science" as a background for 
Cali lco's  case carrfcn serious implications and also overshad-s 
var ious fac tors  important to the understanding of the issue. One of the 
ideas  inherent in this concept I s  that the Church erred and lost its 
claim t o  Infallibility. No one will deny that an e r ro r  was made, but 
the idea that  it  w a s  made by the Church, qua Church, should long since 
have been laid t o  res t .  Catholic apologists early pointed out that the 
Church never took a doctrinal stand in regard to Copemicanism. In 
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mid-nineteenth century, a Protestant authority, Von Gebler, after care- 
fully perusing the documents of the Galileo case in the Vatican archives, 
pointed out that  both Paul  V and Urban VIII refrained from committing 
the Church t o  an official position. In both instances, the actions taken 
r e s t ed  an the authority of administrative units, the Index in 1616 and 
the Inquisition in 1633, incapable of establishing a doctrinal stand. 
Unquestionably, both Paul  V and Urban VIII must take responsibility 
f o r  t he  e r r o r  which allowed treatment of Copernicanism as  a heresy. 
They w e r e  inst igators of the actions taken, but the lack of their official 
endorsement  meant  that  Copernicanism never became a heresy.1 
However, the most  serious implication in the "Church versus 
Science" context, and the one which has been given much play by histo- 
r ians ,  is the  idea that ,  in opposing Galileo, the clergy were following 
a determined policy t o  thwart the development of truth and progress in 
learning; that  they were fearful that new discoveries would undermine 
the philosophy of the Church. This thought, of course, ignores the fact 
that  Gopcrnicus was a Canon in the Church; that he was asked to publish 
h i s  work by a Cnrdinal; and that the Pope approved it a s  a hypothesis. 
This  a l so  ignores the fact that, in Galilco's day, many of his disciples 
and atron~ecrt supporters were among the clergy, and that the Roman 
l ~ o n  Grb lc r ,  9. &, p. 239; Hull, 9. &, pp. 117-118. 
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Curia had asked him to  t r ea t  Copernicanism a s  a hypothesis and not to 
t r y  t o  force Scr iptural  reinterpretation on a question which was not a 
settled, established f a d .  This also ignores the progress the Jesuits 
(albeit they m a y  have taken great umbrage against Galileo's person) were 
making in the sciences.  Witness their departure from the Ptolemaic 
as t ronomy and their  support of Kepler. The "Church versus Science" 
concept is unquestionably strengthened by assuming that Galileo had 
proved Cope rnicanism . Some of the strength of the argument disappears 
when one recognizes that it  was then only an unproved theory. The argu- 
ment  is fur ther  weakened if it i s  recognized that Galileo was often quite 
unscientific in his "science," and that he had absolutely no proof for 
Copemicanism. One notes that a s  the argument i s  weakened by adding 
these factors, understanding is increased. It is, after all, not a major 
function of his tory to judge or  condemn. It is a major responsibility 
of history to increase the amount of knowledge and understanding in the 
present  and for the future by a correct recording and interpretation of 
the matc r i a l r  from the part .  
Aftcr rturiying the Galileo issue in history, one wonders if his- 
tor ians ,  by setting their  portrayal in the matrix of "Church versus 
Science ," have not only been flogging a dead horse, but in reality have 
bren f l o f f ~ i n g  the shadow of a horse which, in this case, was never in 
the race .  When one recal ls  that the great mass of opposition to Galileo 
of many fac tors ,  and that religious fundamentalism was a minor 
par tner  among the  opponents, statements in some history books leave 
considerable t o  b e  desi red.  A case in point: 
. . . T h e  church had always taught that man was the final step 
in  creat ion and that  the universe was perfect and unchanging. It 
w a s  f o r  t h i s  r ea son  that the church's great powers of censorship 
w e r e  d i rec ted  toward the suppression of many new scientific ideas 
and that  Galileo was  persecuted. . . . 1 
Statements such as: " . . . In the las t  t r ial ,  torture was applied to the 
old sc ient is t ,  now seventy. "2 o r  ". . . the most famous case of scien- 
t i f ic  m a r t y r d o m ,  that  of Galileo, . . . "3 can hardly be calculated to 
draw for th  many rays of understanding. Again, the quotation from 
Wells used in Chapter I of th i s  thesis ,  bears  repeating a s  a good 
example of what th i s  kind of statement can do. Wells, speaking of 
Galileo, said: 
. . . He made what was almost the first telescope, and he 
developed the astronomical  v iews of Copernicus; but the church, 
r t i l l  s truggling a ~ a i n s t  he light, decided that to believe that the 
e a r t h  was  ~ m a l l c r  and inferior to the sun made man and 
Christ ianity of no  account, and diminished the importance of the 
P o p ;  s o  Gali lco,  under threats  of dire punishment, . . . , was 
made to recant th i s  view. . . . H e  h e l t  before ten cardinals 
in a c a r l r t ,  an assembly  august enough to  overawe truth itself, 
whi le  he amended the creation he had disarranged. . . . 4 
1 ~ .  F. Rrawn and G. B. Carson, J r . ,  Men and Centuries of 
--
European Civilization, (New York: Alfred A h o p f ,  1948), p. 396. 
wallbank and Taylor ,  2. &, p. 40. 
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One can ignore the minor e r r o r s  in this comment, e r rors  such as saying 
ten cardinals,  whereas three had absented themselves, and of saying 
that Galileo had disarranged the creation, whereas he had actually failed 
t o  do so--one can ignore these, even though a careful historian would 
have committed them--and still  marvel at the thought Wells has pre- 
sented. How strikingly dramatic is the portrait so drawn! Truth 
drowned in a sea  of scarlet-cloaked bigotry: How thinly veiled is the 
persuasion tucked into "struggling against the light," and "an assembly 
august enough t o  overawe truth itself:" How masterfully are impres- 
sions created: How glaring a r e  the omissions: How marked is under- 
standing by its absence! 
No. Galileo was not a martyr  for science. Not even technically 
ao--for he t r ied  his utmost to  convince the Inquisition that he did not 
bclicve in CopernIcanlmn, and he r e n t  so  far as to offer to add to his 
Dialowe fn order  to  prove this.1 But neither does his submission to the 
Inquirition in any way detract  from his stature. He had never meant to 
oppose Church d o m a :  he had not done so. He believed himself to be a 
loyal member  of the Church: he ranted to remain such, and he did 
There  rcmafns to  discuas what context, other than the "Church 
vcraur  Scirncc" one, csn best form a perspective for the Galileo issue 
l ~ o n  Ceblcr .  9. - cit.. p. 263. Z ~ e r r y ,  OJ. c&, p. 171. 
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in history. The idea that Galileo stood opposed by his society is  Worthy 
of careful consideration. One can proceed from this context and see how 
this  same occurrence must  take place, again and again, in all societies. 
It is not hard t o  visualize the reason why. Galileo was a man of great 
intellect, and he viewed his  world from a different perspective from 
that of most  of his  contemporaries. Two factions, approaching a corn- 
man factor from two different avenues, cannot have the same view. 
Lacking a common approach, they lack understanding of each ather. 
This  problem ie visible on every hand in the twentieth century. For 
example, there  are those who approach the problems of modern diplo- 
macy f rom an international view, and there are  those who view them 
fr- a ma t r ix  of nationalistic beliefs. The two are hard to equate. Take 
the problem on the bmsis of an individual disagreeing with his society. 
If a ranking sc imt ia t  f i rmly believed that all of science's efforts should 
be directed toward peacetime ends, and that no more time and material 
should be expended on imprwing the machines af war, he and his gov- 
ernment would have a difficult time in serving each other. If the indi- 
vidual involved really had something to offer, the situation could be most 
unfortunate, both f o r  him and for his society. 
The word "tragedy" has often been used in connection with the 
Galileo issue. Whatever tragedy existed must have been just such a s  
would have pitted a brilliant individual against his society. Galilee's 
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socie ty  stood possessed  of a world-view which had the deepest of mean- 
ings  and cen tur ies  of tradit ion behind it. Perhaps the significance of 
t h i s  is h a r d  t o  g r a s p  in a modern society which has undergone such 
rapid  changes that  t h e r e  Is  some question a s  to how deeply the world- 
view of m a n y  people can  develop. But a s  one views the seventeenth ten- 
t u r y  , both the  cornprehensivene ss and the significance of a well-developed 
world-view is only too obvious. Galileo sought, by might and main, to 
change tha t  world-view. His society, somewhat confused as to what 
w a s  r ea l ly  going on, res i s ted  equally strenuously. Neither understood 
the  other ;  both were l o s e r s  in the ensuing struggle. Time went on to 
es tab l i sh  and justify the  change in the world-view. And it  took time; 
many decades went by before  the heliocentric theory became acceptable 
to the  point where  urbane mociety could teach i ts  children that once 
upon a t t m e  l e e s  mcientific people actually thought the earth stood still. 
But t ime  h a s  not yet brought an understamding of what took place 
between Galileo and h i s  rociety. It seems  that mankind, three hundred 
y e a r s  Ia tc r ,  ought t o  b e  able to underatand both sides. Else history 
will  be of l i t t le  benefit. One 6hwld view the Galileo issue in the pano- 
r a m a  of the seventeenth century. One must bear in mind the Protestant 
Revolution and i t8 a f te rmath  refocusing tremendous emphasis an the 
Scr ip ture r  and an the ruthori ty and truth to be found therein. Indeed, 
the influence t h e o l o ~ y  exerted on the cul ture  of that time cannot be 
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ignored by anyone who would understand the period. It is but necessary 
t o  r eca l l  how strenuously Galileo strove to have Scriptural interpreta- 
tion on h i s  s ide ,  o r  t o  observe the many Scriptural quotations in Francis 
Bacon's E s s a y s ,  o r  t o  r ead  the works of almost any other secular 
wr i t e r  of that  per iod,  t o  become aware that Holy Scripture, as a source 
of authori ty,  had permeated a l l  a r ea s  of man's thought. 
One should a l so  observe the course of the Thirty Years War 
and wonder jus t  how much attention Europe in a cataclysm could give to 
Galilee's cause.  One could note how tenaciously the vested academic 
in te res t s  clung t o  the  teachings they had so  long expounded. One should 
observe tha t  many eminent scholars  were aware that Galileo had no 
proof tor Copcrnicaniem, and they remained on the other side. The com- 
petition between rel igious o r d e r s  and the adverse effects this had on 
Galileo a r e  to be r r c o p l z e d .  Cowizance of the religious fundamental- 
ism which did exis t ,  and which did contribute adversely, should be taken. 
One m u s t  note how eas i ly  Galileo could create bitter personal animosity 
and draw i t  upan himself .  The support he received from leaders of his 
aocirty who urged him not to  become overzealous in his  cause should 
a l so  be rccoplnizcd. Finally, one must note that e r ro r s  were made on 
both @ides.  Having observed this  wide panorama, one should realize that 
ccrtalnly h e r e  i s  not an tsauc In history whish requires either condoning 
o r  condemning. It r equ i r e s  much long overdue understanding. 
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